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SYNOPSIS 
This thesis is concerned with the quantitative 
study of the geometrical asymmetry and velocity 
asymmetry associated with shallow water oscillatory 
waves. The region of interest in the work is the 
shallow water zone defined by the depth to wave 
length ratio 
d 40-15, including the breaker-zone. 
Three descriptions of wave asymmetry are defined and 
examined: - 
1) wave vertical asymmetry, 
2) wave slope asymmetry, 
and 3) wave horizontal asymmetry. 
Two methods of defining horizontal velocity 
asymmetry are investigated, namely: 
1) horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry, 
and 2) horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry. 
The effects of shoaling, produced by beaches of 
different slope, on the wave asymmetry and the 
velocity fields are examined. 
Six beach slopes in the range I: 4 to 'I : 18 
2; 
i 
were employed, and a quantitative correlation was 
found to exist between the wave slope asymmetry, wave 
horizontal asymmetry and the wave vertical asymmetry, 
as well as between the wave asymmetry and the velocity 
asymmetry.. General expressions are given on the basis 
3 
of existing wave theories for the wave horizontal 
asymmetry and the horizontal velocity (magnitude) 
asymmetry. 
A detailed study was made of the effect of the 
backwash of the wave on the wave asymmetry and the 
velocity fields seaward of the breakers. 
The mechanics of sediment movement under the 
action of waves is discussed in the light of the time- 
history of the velocity curves. 
Finally a preliminary investigation of the effect 
of the phase-difference of uprush and backwash on the 
wave motion at the breaker position was made. This 
involved systematic variation of the incident wave 
characteristics in order to obtain different breaker 
types. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As the wave leaves the generating area in fairly 
deep water (> 3) the water particle velocities 
associated with the wave are negligibly small at a 
depth from the surface equal to about half the wave 
length. As the wave progresses into shallower water, 
the effect of the wave soon starts to be felt at the 
sea bed. The geometry of the wave is then affected 
as well as the orbital velocity of the fluid particles. 
In the very shallow water zone of about L 0.15 and 
including the breaker zone, the asymmetry of the wave 
becomes marked and there is an associated asymmetry 
of the orbital velocities. There must be both 
qualitative and quantitative correlation between the 
asymmetry of the wave and the asymmetry of the 
resulting velocity field. 
Up to the present time, few studies have been 
made of wave asymmetry and of the asymmetry of the 
orbital velocity field. Some of these studies have 
been expressed in general descriptive terms whilst 
others are limited to experimental observations. 
The study described in this thesis involved the 
use of an hydraulic model with an impermeable beach, 
and may thus be regarded as the first phase of a 
research programme into the quantitative correlation 
between the wave asymmetry and the velocity, 'fieldsjunder ''ý 
natural conditions. The impermeable beach was chosen to; ' 
permit beach slope variation, and to enable a detailed 
study of the effect of the backwash to be made. 
In order to overcome the scale limitations imposed 
by the model size, the measurements were based on 
parameters used in certain aspects of wave theory, so 
that the behaviour of the model could be assessed. The 
expression in the Cnoidal theory corresponding to the 
wave vertical asymmetry was used in the investigation. 
This theory is presented in the thesis with some notes 
on the elliptic integrals given in the appendix. The 
experimental results of the wave slope asymmetry are 
compared with the theory of Biesel(S). 
The correlation of wave geometry with velocity 
asymmetry, leads to the correlation of wave characteristics 
with sediment movement. This is the ultimate objective, 
of the research programme. It is common knowledge 
that beach material is in almost continuous movement 
under the action of waves and currents. The action of 
the waves is complicated by tidal variations which move 
the active zone periodically landward and seaward, and 
in addition expand and contract the width of the active 
zone. Considerable quantities of sediment may be in 
movement and accretion or depletion in any locality 
10 
depends on the net result of the inflow of material to the 
area and outflow both along and normal to the . shoreline. 
The better understanding of the shallow water wave 
processes is of extreme importance in the design of 
coastal engineering projects. 
In the presentation of this thesis, brief summaries 
and comments on previous work of relevance to the study 
have been included in the appropriate chapters. 
9df 
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CHAPTER 1 
WAVES 
1.1 Waves in Shoaling Water 
The transformation of ocean waves in shoaling water 
is acomplex process which is not yet fully understood, 
w. r+y 
but certainly this is the region of the greatest concern 
to, the coastal engineer. 
As an oscillatory wave advances into shoaling 
water, a depth is eventually reached at which the 
unsteady fluid particle motion caused by the wave reaches 
the bottom. From that stage forward the height, length 
and asymmetry of the wave become markedly affected. The 
quasi-circular orbits of the water particles associated 
with the motion of the waves when in deeper water 
gradually change, as the waves approach the breaker zone, 
into quasi-elliptical paths. Finally, the wave reaches 
so shallow a depth that the waves become unstable and 
break. It is generally considered that the combination 
of the beach slope and the deep water wave steepness 
determines the ultimate form of the breaker. 
Wiegel(54), Iversen(16) and Eagleson 
(8) 
performed 
some experiments on shoaling waves and compared their 
respective results with those computed from the small 
amplitude wave theory of Airy. They concluded that 
12 
the predicted wave heights (on the basis of the small 
amplitude*theory) were usually smaller than the measured 
wave heights. This is as one would anticipate, since 
the requirements of the small amplitude wave theory are 
"4 not in agreement with the wave charaicteristics near the- 
breaker zone. 
The concensus of opinion at the present time 
Morison and Crooke(39); Miller and'Zeigler(38), Masch(33) 
and others 
] 
seems to be that in the shoaling region 
Stokes finiteamplitude theory holds reasonably well, but 
only up to a limit of -=- 0.10. The cnoidal wave theory 
applies in the region 0.10 7T0.02, and the solitary. 
wave theory in the region 
d 40.02. A review of both 
Stokes and the Cnoidal wave theories are given below in 
so far as they are relevant to the present study. An 
expression, corresponding to the wave vertical asymmetry, 
given by the Cnoidal theory is used in the investigation. 
Since this theory is less well known, it is presented 
rather more fully. 
13 
1.2 Surface Wave Theories 
1.2.1 Stokee'Finite Amplitude Wave Theory 
In order to study waves of small but finite 
wave steepness, Stokes 
(47) 
expanded the velocity 
potential about the still water level, and obtained a 
non-linear surface condition for the potential on the 
plane of the still water level. This consists of an - 
infinite series containing partial derivatives of the 
potential. The solution required successive 
approximations. Levi-Civita(29) proved the series 
convergent for deep water, and Struik(48) for water of 
finite depth. Stokes himself pointed out that the 
restriction on wave steepness is more severe for water 
of finite depth as the approximation then becomes much 
slower. However, unlike the linear theory, Stokes waves 
showed the existence of mass transport. Longuet Higgins 
later extended the study of mass transport into the 
boundary layer. In addition, Stokes theory predicts 
asymmetrical orbital motion. The horizontal component 
of water particle velocity at a point (x, y) in water of 
depth d is given to the second order of Stokes theory by 
the expression ; 
nH Cosh 2rr (itt Cos , ZTrýx -t+ TS 
Inh 2rrd \LT 
4( )(L) 
cosh 4Tr( td cos 4R (L l T) S1nl, " 2rtd 
14 
or in simplified form 
U= Acos 21rX t 8cos47X """ (1.1) 
An inspection of equation 1.1 shows that the velocity 
components due to the first term on the right hand side 
are positive under the wave crest and negative under 
the trough, while the second term is positive under 
both crest and trough, and gives maximum negative 
components at and from the crest. The net 
effect as noted by Inman and Nasu(14) is to increase 
the value of the magnitude under the crest, and decrease 
it under the trough, thus producing asymmetry in the 
magnitudes of the orbital velocity. On the other hand 
the duration of the forward motion under the crest is 
reduced, and the duration of the reverse motion under 
the-trough is increased. 
Stokes extended his work to the third order and , 
several other investigators have in fact extended it 
to higher order. Aside from the fact that the Stokes' 
`theory is not as accurate as the Cnoidal wave theory 
for d'0.109 the coefficients in the series for the 
higher orders are rather complicated. Thus in order 
to render the theory more useful, Skjelbreia(46) 
15 
simplified the problem by tabulating the various 
coefficients involved in the series solution as afunction 
of the wave height, period and water depth. The tabulated 
values are based on Stokes' third order approximation. 
Equation 1.1 was compared with the experimental 
results of the velocity studies in Chapter 5, where 
discussion of the validity of the expression in the 
present context is given. 
1.2.2 Cnoidal Wave Theory 
Note: - As the Cnoidal wave theory makes use 
of the elliptic functions, some introductory statements, 
definitions and important summaries on the elliptic 
integrals are given in appendix III. The summary of the 
theory given below is not intended to be complete, but 
rather to illustrate the way in which cnoidal theory 
provides a link between sinusoidal waves and solitary 
waves. The expression for wave height asymmetry is also 
developed. 
Introduction 
Korteweg and de Vries(24) developed the Cnoidal, wave 
theory which is generally considered very useful for - 
describing the propagation of periodic wavesin shallow 
water where the depth is less than one-tenth of the wave 
length. 
16 
k"ik 
The properties of the waves are given in terms of 
the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second 
kind, and the Jacobian elliptic functions hence the term 
'Cnoidal', analogous to sinusoidal. 
As indicated by Keulegan(22) the theory of cnoidal 
waves is based on the assumption that the square of the- 
inclination of the water surface is small in relation 
to unity. 
More studies on the Cnoidal wave theory-were made 
by Laitone(26,27), Keulegan and Patterson 
(23), Littman(30) 
Iwasa(1? ), and Benjamin and Lighthill Keller 
treated the problem using non-linear shallow water theory 
and obtained formulae which were similar to those of 
Korteweg and De Vries. Despite these quite extensive 
studies, little use has been made of the theory in 
experimental studies. Wiegei(55,56) summarised much of 
the existing work on cnoidal waves and presented the 
leading results of Korteweg and De Vries 
(24) 
and Keulegan 
( 
and Pattersoný3) in a more useable form. However, solutions 
of Wiegel's equations for the wave characteristics involve. 
either trial and improvement computations, or extensive 
use of graphs of many of the functions. In order to 
further facilitate the use of the theory, Masch and 
Wiege1( 34) computed several of the cnoidal wave 
characteristics from the equations obtained by Wiege1(55) 
based on the work of Korteweg and De Vries, and they 
presented the results together with the elliptic 
17 
integrals and the Jacobian elliptic functions in tabular 
form. 
Masch(33), with the useful graphs and necessary 
tables of functions for the cnoidal wave made available, 
investigated the application of cnoidal wave theory to 
the transformation of long waves in shoaling water by 
calculating the power transmission of cnoidal waves in' 
terms of the geometric wave characteristics and the 
complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, 
assuming no reflections or loss of energy as the waves 
move into shallow water. The results were compatible 
with expectations. It was found that both the wave 
height and steepness increase as the depth becomes 
shallower, whereas the wave length decreases with 
decreasing water depth. 
Sunmary of Cnoidal Wave Equations 
The notations used in the equations below are 
defined as follows: 
L wave length 
still water depth d 
wave velocity 
complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 
complete elliptic integral of the second kind. 
C 
Kto 
Eo 
. 18 
k modulus of elliptic integral 
H wave height (trough to crest) 
T wave period 
U horizontal component of water particle velocity 
1 incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind 
V vertical component of water particle velocity, 
% horizontal coordinate 
9 vertical coordinate measured from the ocean bottom 
1s vertical distance from ocean bottom to wave:. surface 
9t 
vertical distance from bottom to wave trough, 
yC. 
vertical distance from bottom to wave crest 
Korteweg and De Vries(24), Keulegan and Patterson(. 
23), 
and Keller(19) used different symbols, but the formulae 
obtained by them are essentially the same. The equations 
below are obtained by Wiegel(55) based mainly on the_' 
theory of Korteweg and De Vriess, and for completion 
some of the equations from the work of Keulegan and 
Patterson(23) and Littman(30) are also indicated. 
The wave length is given by 
L_ -y2 
a 
i<) 2L f- fit. ... (1.2) 
where L and K are defined by the following two equations 
99 c. 
dd 
For k to be real in equation (1.3), the following 
equations must also hold 
19 
(1.4) 
21 +1 > 
ýt and 04 k; L1 . .. (1.5) 
Equation (1.3) can be re arranged in the form 
(A) 
, kt 
substituting eq. (1.6) into equation (1.2) and squaring 
gives 
k0 )] ... (1 . 7) d3 
i"e. L= i3 HK f1(K) ... 
(1.8) . 
Equation (1.4) can be re-arranged to give 
=f 
ye lJý 
Rio -R (K) LdJ 
L 2L t1 ýj 
J (1.9) 
Substituting equation (1.2) into equation (1.9) and 
re-arranging terns we have 
_ -' 
EK(K) (NK) Ecu +I... Cý. ýo) d 3L 
.. ý. 
J 
J 
-' 
1 
w. 
I 
\ 
:. 
20 
i 
multiplying equation (1.10) by we get 
9c 3 
Hd 
K(K) C k(k) 
-- 
E (K) 
Equation (1.11) is important as it expresses the 
WAVE VERTICAL ASYMMETRY. 
The wave profile is 
_t 
(x 
Jt 
HGn2C2Kik) ys = `L l- ºk (1.12) 
Although as stated in Appendix III Cn is in general 
doubly periodic, it will be singly periodic (period 4K) 
providing K is a real number and 04k 'I . It is 
important to note that when K=0 snü = sinü, cn ü= 
cos ü and K 7r/2 ie. the period 4K = 2rr . Thus 
when 9-0 the elliptic cosine reduces to the circular 
21 
cosine and the wave profile is given by the trigonometric 
functions. On( the other hand when k=1, cn = sech ü, 
and we have the hyperbolic function, with K(k) ao 
hence the period becomes infinite and we have the 
solitary wave expression. Thus the cnoidal wave theory 
gives the solitary wave and the sinusoidal wave as its 
two limiting cases. This is demonstrated below. 
The wave velocity (u3ing Stokes' second definition 
of wave velocity, which is the velocity of the propagation 
i` 22 " 
of the wave form when the horizontal momentum of the 
liquid has been reduced to zero by the superposition-of., 
a uniform motion) is .., 
C qd + 
1L 
-L k 
C2 
- 
E(k) 
cl ý KUý) J 
From equation (1.7) kl 16d3 
3 LL H 
so we have 
C= 9d[ß+ I6dZktý7 ., 
E. ) 
3 L. z 
(2 
. (1.13) 
.. (1.14) 
For one limiting case k2 approaches unity (solitary wave), 
K(k) is infinity and equation (1.13) becomes 
C= 9d + 2d ... ýý. 45) 
this approximates to Cd 
(1 
+ 
For the other limiting case (the linear theory where ký-Ö) 
Ecks 
_, ý kck) -ý y2 
and equation (1.14) becomes 
c= J9d 1- z=d = ... (1.16) 3 Lt 
b 
L-i 
which iý =xr. f-r-. ro: _imation of 
c= 9d ýý adz 3L .. 
Z (1 
. 17) 
Considering t`. e linear t ieory ex(. recsiuri for wave 
velocity 
C=L tanh 2rrd 
z Tr 
he series expansion for tarh Zrrd is 
L 
tonh2 trd 2 rr d8 rr 3d3 +----- 
L Z-' 30 
E'ubstituting tne first two terms in, equation gives 
C= 9d 
(i 
-- 4ýZdz 3L 
which is in agreement with equation (1.17) 
As cnoidal waves are periodic and of permanent type , 
L= CT i. e. T= L/C , thus from equations 
(1.8) and 
(ý13) the wave period i: given by 
-ý- 9 16 d 
k(K) 
J3H +ýdý(k2.2 -- E) Krks ... tý . ý9) 
". 
4 24, 
The horizontal and vertical components of water particle, 
l'= 
velocities based on the equations of Keulegan and 
Patterson(23) are 
4d 
and 
7Lh i( 93 axb (1.2'I) 
where 
=(ys-a) - -a+ yt + Hont[ak(k)(ý 
r 
a 
Equations (1.20) and (1.21) become 
U+ 
3yt 
_+ 
(314 yt HN IT, 
4 2d dt 
2d 
)cnL-Lcfl4() 
4 4d 
- 9H 3_ y1 
-ki5nli) cn'( )+ cnt() dnl( )-sni)dn'( 2d 
""" (1.22) 
25 
and 
9 It y{+Hcnz +32kz z1 
äßl Ldd () (k) (d -: snz , ýý 3Ll r 
-dni( Sn l/ Cn(ý do i) 
(1.23) 
where Sn( refers to 5n 2K0k) fx ._tk. 
Similarly for cn () and dn( ) 
Keulegan and Patterson(23) and Littman(30) gave the 
equation of wave velocity, which is the velocity of 
wave crest with respect to fixed co-ordinates as 
c2_ 9cl _i+k 2_ 3 
ýd KcK) 
('1.24) 
It is worth noting that since most of the cnoidal 
wave equations are three variable equations, families 
of curves are usually necessary to represent the 
results. 
r'. 
r 
26 
1.3 Wave Slope Asymmetry 
In studying the progression of periodic waves 
in water of variable depth Biesel(s) produced a 
second-order theory for the wave slope asymmetry at, 
still water level. Since the results of Biesel's 
Theory were used in the study and since the theory 
is not well known, it is produced below. 
Let OX and OY be rectangular coordinate axes 
located at mean sea level, with x positive in the 
direction of wave propagation and OY being directed 
vertically upward. The other notations are defined 
as follows: 
u, v = OX and OY velocity components 
X, Y displacements of particles from their mean positions. 
T Wave period 
w Angular frequency 
Wave length 
m= Zi 
L 
a wave amplitude 
d water depth 
-ý-) elope of the bed 
Suffix o denotes deep water conditions 
4' velocity potential 
'ý 
27- 
I' .p 
Under conditions of irrotational and incompressible; 
flow, the continuity equation gives 
aX= (1.25) 
The velocity components are given by 
U . -- V=d (1.26). 
ax ay 
In order to satisfy the boundary-condition at the bed 
we have 
ýý 
-ö=0 for .y= -d ... 
(1.27) 
ay ax 
Assuming constant surface pressure we have 
9 its + 
From Biesel 
by the func- 
0 for Y=O 
ay ('1.26) 
the above four conditions are satisfied 
Lion 
_pw [cosIi m(ytd) 5in(wt -f,,, -Ix) fYf ý: ýL ýJ -" -1Inn mu 
mm 
(y td m td)cosh "'(ltd +ýI tdý Sinh 
ý- (y 
- 
+ mz y+dY cosh m(y*d) cos 
(cot -f 
Dsinh and cosh and 
.5 
(1.29) 
28 
_.. 
i 
where and D + I Sigh and cosh and 
(1-30) 
m, w and d are related by 
9mfcnh and = cwt 
and 
Q_ 
Cl o 
ýD tanh md) 
y2 
Also 
" (1.31) 
(a. 32) 
IýIII 
cosh m (y t d) cos 
(wt 
- 
fmdx) 
dx stink and 
l]zfanh and 
cosh m(yi-d) + m(y+d)sinh m(y+d) 
f 
. 
(m(+d) 
Binh m(ytd) + mZ ytd 
t 
cosfý m(ytd) 
I]Binh andcoshmd 2 
-(Binh(ytd)+ m(y+d)cosh m(-4+d)) sin 
jwt 
-f mdx l 
" (1.33) 
29 
Sinh rnd 
ginh m 
(Y *-I) Sin 
(tat Jmdx) 
. f. sieh m(ytd) + m(ytd)Cosh m(ytdý I]'tanh and 
+ m(y+d, Cosh m( fd)+ mý )ý y y y+d äinh m(td) 11 sink and cosh and 
cosh m(y+d) + m(y+d) S; nb M(-q+ Cos 
Taking into account equation (1.31) and the particular 
way in which (ý? depends on the time, equation (1.28) 
may be written 
4rnanFi and = for y 
... (1.35) 
The expressions of and j for 0 are 
qW cosh and s; n 
(cýt 
- 
$mdx) 
° 
m $inh and 
+ ý( (md srnh and - and cosh md) 
{D''fanh 
and 
ýdsýosº, m : ctis(wt i- 
fmd) 
... (1.6)': _ 2D Sinh and cosh 
} 
30 
y and 
aco 
Etnh 
and Sin 
(wt, 
-f mdx) t 
rnd G 
d- 
13" tonh 
cosh and + snh 
j 
and 
y_o Sinh and 
. ý, ., 
(md 
4fosh and + 0*41 Sinh md) 
D sinh and cosh and 
2 
_(cosh and + mds, nh md) C. os(wt fmdz)J 
. .. (1.37) 
Equations (1.36) and (1.37) are found to satisfy 
equation (1.35) 
Transforming the equations into Lagrange coordinates, 
with the X and Y components of the displacement of 
the particle, having the initial coordinates x and 
Biesel gives 
a sin 
(wt fr" X=+It 
and fanh and 
tonh and j 'torah mdýz 
s=` 
+1 
(rnd +Md_, (I f ^'d Cos(wt- 
jmdx) 
J] Binh and cosh and 
` 2tanh md1 l tank md, 
... (1.38) 
Cos(wt _ 
fmdic) 
-- ýa !- and 4 
{ns(tanh 
and 
t 
({Qnh md) 
!rdZ 
Dsinh mdcoshmd[anfý and 
+ 
2dý tanlý and 
+ and Siý(wt Mdxý 
(1.39) 
Equations (1.38) and (1.39) can be more. simply written 
as 
X= QoAsi. (Wt - 
jmdx)+ co XA, Co5(Wt -- 
fmd; 
C),,,. 
(1.40), 
= Cl, B coscwt -lmdz) + oo ES, 
aý sin (Ot -f mdx) YC 
where A. Al, B and BI are functions of md. The free 
surface equation can be expressed parametrically by 
the equations 
Xta, Asin(wt --Jmdx) + O0'A, cos(wt mdx) 
'"`: ``' 
142) 
Qo Bcos(ot -Jmdx) + a. 
Y5, Sin(cit - 
jmdx) 
(1.43) 
and A being the coordinates of a point on the free 
surface. The free surface slope of the wave is given-, - 
by 
, wt . rndx t -m ao +aeFS cos wt- mdx _ S^ m 
I- maoAcos(wt -mdx)t(msrgoA, tOoA Sin 
Cwt-lmdx) 
Ax 
- . -(1,44) 
For the wave slope in the neighbourhood of a particle 
with the initial coordinates (x, o) at the instant when 
the particle crosses the plane y-0 we then have 
. 
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yp or 
B cos (wt -Jmdx) tY BI Sin( 
Hence there are two sets of possible values for 
cos(wt - 
jmdx) 
and sin (wt -f and x)" 
ie. 
Cos (wt - 
fmdx. ) _ 5' 1 Sin(wt -Smdac) 
. 
... 
(1.45) 
or 
cos(wt -f mdx) - '8g Sin (we -f mdx) tý 
.,. (1.46) 
Equation (1.45) corresponds to the passage of the front 
face of the wave, and equation (1.46) to the passage of 
the back face of the wave. 
Combining equation (1.45) and (1.46) with (1.44) and. 
noting that terms of YZ have been neglected we have: - 
for the front of the wave: 
SR =-mo, mta. ä(AB, + A, 8) -ma. AB (x. 47) 
and for the back of the wave: 
Sg maeB +. A, B)- mo: Ag 
... (7. x+8) 
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The mean slope 5- zýSF + 58) -is ameasure of 
asymmetry of the wave. 
Thus from equations (1.47) and (1.48) 
S. -m2aö ý' 
(A B, + A, B) - mac AB . --(1.49), 
Replacing A, B, AI and BI by their values we have 
and 3md fanh and S= mýQo f3t tanh and 
=2 13 (S tnF, m d) tangy and 
Cß "50) 
where I] _ý+md 
S inh and cosh and 
. (1.30) 
As pointed out by Biesel(5) the analysis above assumes 
that the slope of the bottom is small. 
This theory had not previously been tested 
experimentally, and its verification formed part of 
the present work (See Appendix 4). Satisfactory agreement 
was obtained, and this enabled Biesel's theory to be. `, 
adapted to the description of the asymmetrical velocities 
associated with wave slope asymmetry. 
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1.4 Wave Vertical Asymmetry 
The 'wave vertical asymmetry' is defined in this 
work as 
vertical distance from crest to s. w. 1 
total wave height 
The experimental results are compared with the cnoidal 
wave theory expression corresponding to the wave 
vertical asymmetry given by 
Id 1 
1(, cl 
,H 
3LsH 
[K(k) (Roc) 
- Eiký 
All the necessary functions and graphs are obtained 
from 'CNOIDAL WAVE TABLES OF FUNCTIONS' Masch and 
Wiege1(34). 
1.5 Wave Horizontal Asymmetry 
In order to completely define the asymmetry of 
the wave in shoaling water, note has to be taken of 
the assymmetry of the wave in the horizontal sense too. 
For this purpose, two types of wave horizontal asymmetry 
are noted and are given the symbols HA and HA'. 
They are defined as follows: 
HA = 
Horizontal distance from crest to front face at s. w. l Horizontal distance from crest to back face at s. w. l. 
HA'= Horizontal distance from crest to proceding wave trohh Horizontal distance from crest to following wave trough 
The definition sketch is shown in figure 1.2. 
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As far as the author is aware, there is no,,, theory 
describing wave horizontal asymmetry for shoaling wave) . 
As will be shown later in this work it was found 
that the two types of wave horizontal asymmetry ie. -HA 
and HA' follow the same trend. It was found possible 
therefore to produce an empirical relationship 
expressing one in terms of the other. Except in a" 
quantitative sense therefore, one can refer to wave 
horizontal asymmetry to denote either HA or HA' or both, 1 
without much loss of generality. As shallow water 
waves are akin to long waves, it is evident from the 
definitions of HA and HA' that measurement of HA would-_ 
give better precision than HA'. 
Later in this work an expression is given for-the 
wave horizontal asymmetry HA based on the theoretical 
expression for the wave vertical asymmetry from the' 
Cnoidal wave theory. 
I 
II 
-. -- -- -S 
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1.6; Horizontal Velocity Asymmetry 
ý,. 
The horizontal velocity of the fluid particle in 
the neighbourhood of the breakers has a higher magnitude 
in the onshore direction than in the offshore direction, 
but the duration of the forward motion is less than that 
of the backward motion. This behaviour thus leads to' 
a"definition of two types of horizontal velocity 
asymmetry; one based on magnitude and the other öri time. 
They are defined as follows: 
Horrzontal velocity (magnitude)'asymmetry 
Maximum horizontal shoreward velocity 
Maximum horizontal seaward veloc ty. 
Horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry = 
' Time for the shoreward motion 
Time for the seaward motion 
The significance of both types of horizontal velocity 
asymmetry are discussed later in the work, as well as 
the effect of backwash on the velocity asymmetry and 
also the use of the time history of the velocity curve 
as a criterion for predicting sediment motion. 
I 
Y. 
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1.7 Mass, Transport 
The engineer concerned with the movement of sediment 
must take account of every aspect of fluid., motion in the 
neighbourhood of the particles. The net movement is 
predominantly affected by any lack of symmetry in this 
motion. This may exist in the form of a prevailing 
wind direction, velocity or duration differences in the. 
flo6d and ebb currents of. the tide, or in the oscillatory 
notion of the waves. The present study is concentrated 
on' ave shape asymmetry. It is, however, apprec ted 
that other influences are present, and the phenomenon 
of mass transport is one of the more important of these. 
Even with waves of the low amplitude sinusoidal type, 
it is clear that the derivation of the expression for 
particle orbital motion, based on the assumption that.. 
the position of the particle can be expressed by fixed 
coordinates, does not give a true description of the 
motion. In other words, even with a wave of symmetrical 
shape, asymmetry of particle motion can occur, even 
though the'fluid is inviscid. 
Stokes-. analysis led to the following expression 
for the velocity of mass transport in deep waters--ý 
Z (! L. H)(ith) (yo +d) Cosh 41r' G 
sinn 2 7-nd 
. (1.51) 
The observation that a marked mass transport velocity 
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occurred at the bed, in a way not predicted by Stokes, 
led to Longuet-Higgins(31) analysis, based on the 
assumption Of vorticity generation close to the 
boundary. Longuet-Higgins evaluation of the mass 
transport or drift velocity is given by: 
U=k 
(Trfl. )(t1i) 
Sinhs 
4zcosh[4{.! 
-I1+d 
, 
ýJ rd, 
_. +l sý ý , LA d 
sieh Of t 
+L3y_ + d i d= .: ': 
(x. 52) 
Russell and Osorio(42) were able to obtain satisfactory 
experimental confirmation of the validity of this 
expression, but only in the regions remote from the_' 
influence of the backflow from the beach. Mass transport 
currentscertainly exist almost up to the breakersv, but 
their velocity is not accurately predicted by theory. 
As Allen and Gibson(1) have remarked, if the'mass 
transport effect occurs in nature to the scale predicted, 
bed current velocities of 0.97 ft. /sec. would occur for 
waves of, period 10 seconds with a wave height 10 ft-0 
in a water depth of 30 ft., and these would be of 
considerable significance. 
4C 
For the present purpose, however, the effect of 
wave shape asymmetry on mass transport velocity in the 
zone close to the breakers has had to be left as an 
implicit factor in the asymmetrical velocities measured 
from studies of single wave cycles. 
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CHAPTER 2 
APPARATUS, MEASURING TECHNIQUES AND 
EVALUATION OF RESULTS 
2.1 Type of Model and Choice of Variables 
The work described in this thesis involved careful 
control of several parameters, and it was considered that 
an hydraulic model approach was the only way of studying 
the different variables in a closely controlled manner. 
In addition a model study allows visual observation of 
the phenomena by the use of transparent windows in the 
side of the flume. It is evident that the regularity 
associated with monochromatic waves rarely, if-ever, 
occurs in nature. Nevertheless, past experience has, 
shown that it is often possible to accept such a 
simplification, especially when this is designed to 
identify and compare processes which would be obscured 
under irregular or random conditions. 
The use in the present study of an hydraulic model 
with an impermeable beach slope, was regarded as an 
intermediate step leading eventually to an equivalent 
study in a loose boundary model. The choice of 
variables was therefore made in the light of recent 
experiments by Kemp(20921) and Plinston(40) of wave 
action on granular beaches. These examined amongst 
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other things the variation of beach slope with wave 
characteristics, and the phase relationship between two 
successive waves breaking on the beach. These experiments 
. showed clearly that the wave characteristics, beach slope 
and phase difference were inter-related, the relationship 
changing with variations in beach material. 
It was considered necessary for the present study to 
be able to accentuate beach slope effects in order to 
examine variations in the internal particle velocities_,,, 
In addition, the elimination or reduction of the backwash 
could most satisfactorily be achieved on a plane rigid 
slope. It followed therefore that although the results", 
of experiments made on such a beach would be directly 
related to the loose boundary case, the wave/beach 
interaction w, 
slope using a 
is equivalent 
-the effect of 
the reduction 
Duld not be the same. The change of beach 
plane beach and constant wave characteristics 
to a change in beach material size, although 
permeability is not allowed for. Nevertheless, 
in phase difference with increasing beach-_,  
slope, and higher backwash velocities are both produced,, 
and are important factors: in the movement of beach _., 
. material. 
S. 
From these considerations, and those relating-to'-the' 
construction of the apparatus and the time available,, it 
was decided to. hold the wave characteristics constant for, -, - 
.ý 
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the main part of the study. It was thus'essential to 
examine these wave characteristics in relation to previous 
work and existing theory. S 
The main variables were (a) the beach slope, and,, ý: 
(b) the reduction or elimination of-the backwash. '. ' 
2.2 
Description of 
Wave Generating and Measuring-Apparatus 
2.2.1 Wave Flume 
The overall size of the apparatus was limited 
by the space available. The wave flume was 24ft. long, 
9 inches wide, and 15 inches deep. At the wave generator 
end, the bed of the channel sloped down to a depth of,, ' 
21 inches. The channel was made of marine plywood, with 
the exception of long perspex windows which formed, the 
sides of the channel at the beach end. These enabled the 
hydrogen bubble tracers used for velocity measurements, to. ', 
be illuminated by back-lighting, and photographed through 
the front window by tine camera: 
A satisfactory convex shaped slatted wave absorber 
was built. behind the paddle to damp out reflections from 
the generator end. The beach was plane, rigid and 
-"impermeable 
made of marine plywood, and stiffened at the' 
back with an I section to prevent vibration of the beach. 
The toe of the beach was hinged to the beach plate. A 
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false-toe- was used-for the flat -beach slope in--order-to 
contain the beach in the tank. The upper end -'of , 
the , 
artificial beach was supported by a vertical screwed-rod 
by which the beach slope was raised. Plate 1 shows the 
beach arrangement. 
2.2.2 The Wave Generator 
The wave generator was of the paddle_type,., 
driven by aIH. P. 3 phase Induction motor at 930 rpm.,, 
A "Kopp" variable speed gear box was used for speed 
variation. This enabled wave periods in the, rang® 
0.3 - 3.0 seconds to be produced. An eccentric permitted,, 
variation in the throw of the connecting rod and thus ,., 
varied the wave amplitude. The paddle itself was ä, ,, ý', `, _ 
0.2 inch thick Dural Aluminium plate. It was 21 in6` high 
and hinged at the base to the bed of the channel. The,.,, -. 
wave generator is shown on Plate 2. 
2.2.3 Wave Quality 
In nature, waves on reaching the beach' or 
any other coastal structure would be wholly or partially 
. 
'' reflected seawards, usually on a journey of no return. 
Within the limited laboratory flume the position is, quite 
-' 
; different; the wave reflected from the beach end'would : be 
re-reflected at the wave generator, and so return to the 
beach. 
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Clearly then, in the absence of a suitable filter 
this reflection and re-reflection will persist, and the 
model conditions will be far different from those 
obtained in nature. Another consequence is that these 
successive reflections will give to the surface of the 
water, between the wave machine and the beach, a 
disorderly agitation which will affect the measurements 
to a large extent. 
The filters used in the present work consisted 
of -17 ins chicken mesh folded many times 
suitably occupy the width of the channel 
of 6-ft. The filters were placed at as 
in front of the paddle. The filters are 
Plate 3. 
A special feature of the design was 
so as to 
for a length 
. zitable 
distance 
shown in 
that the motor 
and reduction gears were mounted on a very strong 
support, and were quite separate from the channel. 
Thus there would not be any vibration of the flume 
arising from the machinery. The quality of the wave 
produced in this work was satisfactory, there being 
negligible variation in height or shape along the 
constant depth portion of the channel. 
`ý-ý^- 
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2.2.4 Capacitance-Wire Probe for Wave Measurement 
The wave lengths were measured by using two 
capacitance-wire probes. The output wave form from the 
wave meter was displayed on a D. C. oscilloscope. The 
wave meter was a frequency modulated system, employing 
capacitance-wire probes to detect the changes, in water 
level. This arrangement allowed visual observations to 
be made on D. C. oscilloscope. 
The two probes were suspended separately on a 
carria'ke with the ends inserted in water in the tank to 
the mean operating depth, and the leads connected to a: 
junction box which was fitted to take up to four 
capacitance probe leads. The two probes were tried at 
various positions apart one on each side of the section 
for which the wave length was required, the object being"- 
to synchronise the wave forms on the oscilloscope. The 
method was certainly not without some difficulties but. ' 
it proved satisfactory on the whole. The capacitance- 
wire probe together with the oscilloscope was also used 
for locating the break-point. The method is described. 
later in this chapter. 
The design of the capacitance-wire probe was based on 
the apparatus described by M. J. Tucker and H. Charnock(49) . 
The wave height and the wave shape at the different 
positions along the beach were found by using the 
capacitance-wire probe system in conjunction with a 
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ýIf"visicorder" -ultra violet typo instrunent, giving 
a permanent trace on paper. This recorder offers 
8 paper speeds (6 to 800 mm/sec) and also 0.1 and 1 
second timing intervals. The timing interval of"the 
Visicorder used in this work was'0.1 sec, and the 
paper speed used depended on the type of measurement 
involved. The frequency response of the galvanometer 
used in the visicorder was 0- 50 cycles per second. 
Plate 4 shows the assembly of the stabilised power 
supply, wave meter, 1706 Visicorder and the oscilloscope. 
Cine photography and the hydrogen bubble technique 
were used for the velocity studies. The method is 
described and discussed in this chapter in section 
2.5. 
2.2.5 Elimination of Backwash 
A pump was used in connection with the study of 
the effect of elimination of the backwash. This is 
described later in this chapter in section 2.7. 
i 
2.3 Preliminary extteriment Concerning tank Performance 
2.3.1 Note 
In order to assess the quality of the 
generated wave, the suitability of the wave filter, and 
the overall suitability of the wave tank including the 
beach, some preliminary exj, eriments were carried, out. ` 
These were designed to choose the wave characteristics' 
to be used in the main experiments, to determine: the 
amount'of wave reflection in the wave tank for the six 
beach slopes treated in this work, and finally to compare 
the measured values of the wave length with those based., 
on the cnoidal wave theory. 
Two graduated scale.; were made on the side of the 
wave channel for the purpose of reading the still water. 
depth. The scales were graduated in 
70 
of an inch, 
divisions. 
Several sets of waves were generated by varying 
the wave period and the deep water wave height with the 
intention of selecting suitable wave characteristics, 
and also finding the position on the horizontal portion-, 
of the channel at which the wave had become steady. 
This enabled a wave measuring station to be chosen. in,. 
the horizontal section of the channel. For this aspect 
of the experiment a single capacitance-wire probe was 
used and the wave heig:: t was read off from the 
oscilloscope. 
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The wave characteristics selected were: - 
Period T=C. -0 sec. Ho = 1.45 ins. and horizontal 
section still water depth = 9.5 ins. These wave 
characteristics were held constant. The beach slopes 
used were 
6 
12 , 
T5 
and 
ä. 
2.3,2 Leterminrtion of the Aniount of Wave 
Reflection in the Wave Tank 
An experiment was conducted to determine 
the amount of wave reflection in the wave tank so that 
the incident wave height could be deduced. 
The experiment was first carried out for the beach, - 
slope of -. With the wave generator on, the capacitance 
wire prob: was positioned in the horizontal portion of 
the channel. Then the wire probe was very steadily 
moved a total distance of about three feet along the 
length of the channel in the zone of constant depth. 
The resulting profiles of the wave trains were 
obtained from the ultra violet recorder. The experiment 
U9 
was repeated for each of the beach slopes 11, 
I 
75 and 
8 
The analysis was based on the assumption that 
in the presence of the incident wave and the reflected 
wave trains, the resulting wave trains will be irregular. 
The highest value of the observed wave height in the 
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wave train will correspond to the'situation where the: 
" incident and the reflected waves are in phase and . 
additive, while the minimum value corresponds to theS 
situation where the incident and the reflected waves 
are in phase but subtractive. 
Let HI be the height of the incident wave and 
HR the height of the reflected wave. Then the incident 
... wave may 
be given by 
ysr 
ý. Hi cos 2, rL - 
T) 
... (2. ý) 
and for the reflected wave 
-. 
A ysR 
- 
PR cos Zrr 
(L + T) C2.2) 
The resultant water surface for these two waves 
travelling in opposite directions is 
yg = cos 21T 
(L 
=T)+ 
.I cos 
ZTr( +-ýl 
2/ 
, 
1"C. JS' 
Z(NZ 
f' R GoSfiX. cp6 ld t 
40 
sýn x Son 
-, The envelope'of Ys has a maximum H max of HI + HR at 
0,4, L etc. and a minimum H min of HI - HR at 
. 
`. 
_x 
L, 4 etc. 
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so we have 
yas 
H Hm 
Hmin 
ax " (2.5) 
NI NR 
... (2.6) 
Adding 'and subtracting 
2I-1 max + 
Hmin 
" 
Z, f7 it = max _" 
Hmin 
"(2.8) 
Thus the coefficient of reflection is 
MR 
_ 
"max 
-H rnin 
Eiz ii max 
H. (2.9) min 
The lowest value of the coefficient of reflection 
was found to be about 3% for the flattest beach slopes 
used in this work, ' and the highest value was about 
'8% for 'they steepest, slopes of . and These values, 
correspond with typical values from Miche(37). 
Fi 
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2.3.3" Preliminary Experiment on Wave LengthMeasurement 
As ä preliminary experiment on wave length -: 
measurements, observations of wave length were made at. 
different positions on the beach, for each of the six 
beach slopes, and the results compared with theoretical' 
values. *r =` 
Two capacitance-wire probes were used in this 
experiment as already described in paragraph 2.2.14.: Some 
of the graphs of experimental against theory are .ý 
shown in figures 2.1,2.2 and 2.3. Deviations between 
the experimental results and the theory were found td 
be of the order of about 9% which was considered'. 
qüite 
acceptable bearing in mind that the measurementswere- 
made on a sloping beach. 
Prior to the study reported in this thesis, the 
wave tank was also used by the author in a pilot'. 
experiment on the effect of degree of beach permeability 
on wave characteristics and judging from the fact. that°,. Y- 
the results showed good agreement with those of 
a 
Bretschneider and Reid(6) and Reid and Kajiura(41) the 
wave tank and the experimental techniques were 
considered suitable for the projected study. 
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2.4 Measuring Technique and Evaluation of Wave AsYmmet rY , 
2.4.1 General Procedure 
The set of apparatus used in the experiment 
consisted of the Ultra Violet Recorder, a wave meter, 
and the oscilloscope. A capacitance wire probe was ., 
used to obtain the wave profile at a particular position 
and two probes for the wave length measurements. The 
six beach slopes were studied in this way. 
The first step for every beach slope was to locate 
the wave break-point by using the capacitance-wire probe 
and noting the deflection registered on the oscilloscope. 
It is generally known that as the wave moves into 
shoaling water, the wave height first decreases and then 
increases and is maximum at the break-point. So the 
method used to locate the break-point was to place the 
capacitance wire probe at several marked places very 
close to each other in the neighbourhood of the position 
where the wave was visually observed tobe breaking. The 
position at which the wave height was"a maximum and 
shoreward of which the wave lost its wave form was 
selected as the wave break-point. 
The location of the wave break-point was followed 
by the marking out of the several positions along the 
beach where the detailed study of the wave asymmetry 
was to be made. The capacitance wire probe was 
positioned at each of the places marked out, and while 
59. 
°ý the wave. 'generator was switched off a line corresponding 
to the s. w. l. was defined on the recording paper.. This 
was done at the start and end of every reading. 
After marking out the s. w. 1. line the wave generator 
was then switched on. With the capacitance wire probe. 
still in position the visicorder was then also switched, 
on, and the wave profile for the particular position of 
the wire probe were recorded. The wave length measure--., 
ments were then made using the method already described. 
The probe position was then changed and by repeating 
the processes again for each probe position the wave 
trace and wave length measurements were obtained for the 
different positions marked out along the beach, up to 
the breakpoint. At the'end of such"a series of 
experiments a calibration test was carried out for the, 
particular setting of the visicorder.. This was done with 
the wave generator switched off. The initial reading on 
the visicorder was noted. Then with the wire probe 
still in position, the water depth was increased by J ins. 
and the corresponding deflection on the visicorder, was 
also noted. The'water depth was further increased in 
step of I ins. to obtain about five readings of the 
deflection on the visicorder. The change in deflection 
of the visicorder was found to be constant for every, 
j ins. thange in water depth. This thus gave the 
is 
P 
. rj W 
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multiplying fäctor for obtaining the wave height values 
from the wave traces. Sample wave traces are shown in 
figure 2.4. 
2.4.2 Evaluation of Wave Vertical Asymmetry 
The s. w. l. mark lines on the wave trace 
paper, one at the start and the other at the end of 
every reading for every position of the capacitance-EL. ---e 
wire probe were joined, thus providing the s. w. l line 
from which measurements were made. The more desirable- 
thing-was to have the s. w. l. line corresponding--to the 
datum line of the visicorder as this would always appear 
on the wave trace. However, having obtained the s. w. l. ' 
line on the trace paper, both the measurements of the 
vertical distance from the wave crest to the s. w. l and 
the total wave height were scaled off. The wave 
vertical asymmetry is defined as 
Vertical distance from the wave crest to's. w. l 
total wave height. 
2.4.3 Evaluation of Wave Horizontal Asymmetry 
Two alternative definitions of horizontal 
asymmetry are possible. The evaluation of these two 
values HA and Hi: ' required the measurements of the 
horizontal distances from crest to the front and rear 
faces of the wave at s. w. l., and the horizontal distances 
from crest to the preceding and the following wave trough. 
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The two types of wave horizontal asymmetry HA and 
HA' have already been defined as 
Horizontal distance from crest to front face at s. w. l. ` 
Horizontal distance from crest to face at s. w. 
and 
i1 
HA, _ 
Horizontal distance from crest to recedin , wave trough Horizontal distance from crest to following wave trough 
2.4.4 Evaluation of Wave Slope Asymmetry 
In the evaluation of the wave vertical. asymmetry- 
and the wave horizontal asymmetry any scale exaggeration of 
the output wave trace from the visicorder would be of no 
importance, as the wave vertical asymmetry and the wave 
horizontal asymmetry are dimensionless ratios, of which 
the terms involved are either both horizontal measurements 
or both vertical measurements, in"which case any scale. - 
exaggeration of the output wave trace would cancell out. 
On the other hand, the wave slope asymmetry is 
measured in radians, and because of the scale exaggeration 
of the wave trace, the profile had. to be reproduced 
to the 
natural scale from the wave trace.. 
To evaluate the wave slope asymmetry, the angles 
made by the front and rear faces of the wave with 
the 
still water level line were measured in degrees and 
then 
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converted into 
Haians. 
The wave, slope asy , metry is 
defined as 
j-(front face slope at s. w. l. + back slope at s. w. l) radians 
The front face slope was taken as negative and the back 
face slope as positive. Thus a negative mean slope would 
indicate that the wave front is steeper than the rear face 
slope. 
2.5 Measuring Techniques and Evaluation of Velocity 
Asymmetry 
The technique used for the velocity measurements is a 
method usually called the "Hydrogen bubble method". 
Essentially it consists of a fine wire which forms the 
negative electrode of a D. C. circuit, while two small metal 
plates, positioned at each side of the tank with a 
reasonable depth of the metal inside the water, serve as 
the second electrode. Hydrogen bubbles are formed on the 
negative electrode. The arrangement was such that the 
support for the wire and the metal plates serving as the 
positive electrode were integral, see plate 5. Two 
advantages of such an arrangement were that, as 
measurements were made at different positions along the 
beach, the apparatus could be moved intact. Secondly it 
was found that the quality of the bubbles was affected 
when the positive electrode was not close enough to the 
e 
3 
wire, as the circuit then became weak. 
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Plate 5 
Plate 6 
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The naterial used for bubble generating wires is 
not critical, except with respect to corrosion and 
frangibility. Platinuz, copper and stainless steel wires 
have all been used successfully, Schraub, F. A. et a1(43)0'- 
However, platinum is usually preferred as it has the 
important quality that during operation the wire can 
easily be cleansed by reversing the polarity for a , few 
seconds. This process tends to destroy wires other than 
platinum. 
In water at'speeds in the range of 0.1 to1 ft. /s the. 
hydrogen bubbles, formed at the wire, are swept off by 
the hydrodynamic forces and follow the flow. TYie bubbles 
thus provide good tracers for the fluid. 
The wire used in this work was 0.002 inch diameter 
Y 
e, with brass plates as the positive---- platinum wirf 
-.,. - x. ýý.. 
electrodes. The Hydrogen bubble generator is shown 
in figures 2.5a and b. The output voltage control 
was obtained by using a variable transformer to feed a 
double wound isolating transformer. The output from the 
isolating transformer was full wave rectified using silicon 
diodes and smoothed by a conventional R. C. filter. For the 
bubble generation a 50c/s signal was squared and applied to 
a bi-stable -: binary dividing stage. An output from either 
the squaring stage or the binary : 'divider could 
be selected 
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to drive a high speed relay to chop the High Tension 
line. For continuous bubble generation, the relay was 
switched to a side stable position to connect the High 
Tension Line directly to the wire electrode. A double 
pole polarity reversing switch was incorporated in the 
output circuit to enable the wire electrode to be 
quickly depolarized and cleaned. 
The platinum wire was insulated at regular intervals, 
so as to produce solid "squares" of bubbles. Black 
cellulose aerosol spray was used for the insulation. - It 
dried rapidly. However, one of the difficulties encount- 
ered in the experiment was that in oscillatory flow'such` , -. 
as this, it was not possible in most cases to get the 
bubbles in nice square forms ebpecially very close to .; 
the breakers. In the photography, it was found that_a:. 
much better result was obtained by attaching a cable to 
the camera, and pressing the cable release simultaneously 
as the bubble generator was switched on. Cine photography 
was-employed and a suitable lighting arrangement was, 
therefore devised. The camera used was a 16 mm Reflex,, 
Bolex (see Plate 6). A trial run was made totselect 
the number of frames per second, the "f" number and-`' 
the shutter opening to use. In the end, 64 frames/sec.: 
was selected with f number of 4 and the variable shutter 
open. For the lighting arrangement, an Aldis Tutor 
1000 Watt Slide projector was used. The light source 4y 
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was located on the opposite side of the channel to the 
camera, and orientated at an oblique angle to the channel. 
Slits were used to prevent stray light from scattering 
in the water. The arrangement was such as to get a 
sharply collimated light. The beach was covered with 
black "fablon", plastic sheet to give a dark background 
for the illuminated bubbles. 
In operation, one end of the wire was fixed to the 
beach with a tape, while the other end was passed over 
a support and was tensioned by a suitable weight. It 
was found that on every working-day at the first time 
of using, the wires required "aging" under operating 
conditions for a few minutes before starting to produce, 
bubbles uniformly. 
To assist in the subsequent measurements during the 
analysis of the films, the linear and time scales 
were determined during the experiments by first 
photographing a reference grid and a stop watch. The 
photographing of the grid was carried out for every 
position of the wire. A commercial curve analysing 
table (see Plate 7) was used in analysing the films. 
The coordinates of the instantaneous positions of the 
bubbles were automatically punched on to computer tape 
as an output from the commercial curve analysing 
table. 
The velocities close to the wire at the different 
F3 positions were evaluated from the coordinates thus 
Er 
FQ 
ý, 
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obtained by evaluating the displacement of the bubbles 
generated at different but known times. With a bubble 
pulse rate of 50 cycles per second, fluctuations above 
50 cps could not be detected, however the method proved 
satisfactory. 
The orbital velocity measurements were made at a 
Ji 
ýý 
ýI ý' 
height of 0.2 ins from the bed and were outside the boundary 
layer. The horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry and 
the horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry are already defined 
in Chapter 1 section 1.6. A detailed discussion of the 
work on the velocity studies is given in Chapter 5. 
2.6 Measurin. g Technique and Evaluation of Phase-difference 
of Uprush and Backwash of the Wave 
The measurements of the phase difference of uprush and 
backwash of the wave is essentially the measurement of the 
time of travel of the uprush from the wave crest at the 
break point to the limit of uprush, after which the backwash 
then begins. 
The phase difference of uprush and backwash of the wave 
is defined by Kemp(20921) as 
Time of travel from wave breakpoint to the limit of uprush _ 
t', 
wave period 
The measurement of the time of travel from wave 
breakpoint to 
the limit of uprush was made by connecting a step probe 
(see plate 8) to the Visicorder. The step probe was 
a make 
71 
p 
.1. 
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and break device. Well positioned at the liräit of uprush, 
it would make and break contact with the fluid when the 
uprush reached its limit. The output from the step probe 
was recorded on the Ultra-violet Recorder. Thus by 
placing the capacitance wire probe at the breakpoint and 
the step probe at the limit of uprush, and employing 
the time marking device of the recorder, the time of 
travel from wave break-point to the limit of uprush was 
obtainable from the wave trace. 
A check was first carried out to test that the 
capacitance probe and the step probe were in phase. This 
was done, by mounting both the capacitance wire probe and 
the step probe side by side at the same water depth. The 
step probe being positioned for a make and break contact 
with the passing of the wave. The recorder was then 
switched on. It was found that the 'make contact' of, the 
step probe corresponded with the wave crest, see figure 
2.6. Thus it showed that the capacitance probe and the 
step probe were in phase. Otherwise, as they were mounted 
separately, there would have been a relative delay in 
one of them. 
A typical measurement involving the time of travel 
from wave break-point to the limit of uprush using the 
step probe and the capacitance wire probe is shown in 
figure 2.7. The main discussion of the work on the phase 
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difference of uprush and backwash of'the wave is given 
in Chapter 7. 
2.7 Method of Eliminating the Backwash of the Wave 
It was considered that the backwash of the wave 
. _, played an 
important part in the ov- 11 effect of the t 
wave on the beach. A study was therefore made in this 
work on the effect of eliminating the backwash of the 
wave on the wave asymmetry and the resulting velocity 
fields seaward of the breakers. 
In order to carry out the studies, inclusion of 
additional devices and some modifications had to be 
made in the apparatus. As the aim was to eliminate 
the wave just after breaking, the critical beach slope 
in the modification was the one on which the wave 
would break farthest away from the shore. The portion 
of the marine plywood (used for the beach) from this 
point to the shore end of the beach was therefore cut 
off except for a small projecting length of about 4" 
in thickness of the marine plywood on each side. The 
shoreward end of the beach was then provided with an 
adjustable plate. The support for the shore end of the 
beach was effected by using dural aluminium sections 
at the sides and end of the beach. The main I section 
centre support running the whole length of the beach 
was left in position. The full length of the beach was 
11 
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, 
then covered by three dural aluminium plates, with the 
plate nearest the beach toe being chamfered so as to 
be flush with the toe of the beach. Then starting 
with the plate farthest from the beach toe, the plates 
were removed as necessary and the rest adjusted such' 
that for the particular beach slope setting, the 
wave was eliminated by running over the end of the 
plate after breaking. 
For the purpose of returning the flow and so 
keeping the still water level constant, a 0.5 H. P., 
2850 R. P. x Pump was incorporated. A 1- inch diameter 
pipe was run from an outlet at the end wall (shore end) 
of the tank and connected to the pump, while another 
1 inch diameter pipe was run from the pump outlet and , 
was introduced into the tank. at the back of the wave 
filter at the wave generator end. A gate valve, fixed 
into the delivery pipe connected to the pump provided 
.a control 
to maintain the right balance desired. 
The method of investigation of the wave asymmetry-; " 
and the velocity asymmetry when the backwash of the wave', 
was eliminated followed the same line as explained in '. . 
sections 2.4 and 2.5 respectively for normal conditions. ` 
The experimental arrangement and the various techniques) 
of measurement proved satisfactory. 
ý_.. _. _. r.. _ _. _. _.. \ 
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CHAPTER 3 
EFFECT OF BEACH SLOPE AND SHOALING ON WAVE ASYMMETRY 
3.1 Introduction 
As waves approach shallow water over bed slopes 
similar to those reproduced in the model, they change 
from the deep water to the shallow water category and 
become markedly asymmetric before breaking. The 
shoreward side of the wave becomes nearly vertical whilst 
the seaward face is appreciably inclined. The actual 
configuration is affected by the bed slope. 
Owing to the continually varying geometry of waves 
in shallow water and in order to have a detailed 
understanding of wave transformation in shoaling water, 
the three main types of wave asymmetry already defined 
in the present work were measured. Diagrams showing 
the definitions of the wave asymmetry are shown in the 
graphs discussed in this chapter. 
Some mention of the wave vertical. as;, inetry has 
been made in the literature. For instance, the 
trochoidal wave theory gives the positions of the wave 
crest and trough relative to the still water level in the'- 
shallow water as 
Height of the crest a -F- 
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and depth of trough =2- JI-LI- cofh 2 Trd (3.2) 4L L 
Stokes finite amplitude wave theory shows that the wave 
crest lies above the still water level by the amount 
___ It3 Goth 2 Trd 
2 sinh 2 2rrd L 
L 
which is more than the value given by the troichoidal 
wave theory by the factor I+3 
2 sinh2 ETLL 
The experimental results of the wave vertical asymmetry 
in this work were compared with the expression from the 
cnoidal wave theory already noted in equation (1.11). 
The graph of equation (1.11) is shown in figure 3.1. 
It is important to note that whereas the cnoidal 
wave theory predicts wave vertical asymmetry, it does 
not predict wave horizontal asymmetry and wave slope 
asymmetry. An expression for the wave horizontal 
asymmetry is provided later in the work reported in this 
thesis based on the expression for the wave vertical 
asymmetry from the cnoidal wave theory. 
The theoretical study of 'wave slope asymmetry made 
by Biesel(S) and the results of the experimental work 
on the wave slope asymmetry in the present work are 
later compared. 
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3.2 Review of Previous Experimental Work 
(54) 
Wiegel conducted a series of experiments to 
compare the wave profile with the trochoidal wave theory. 
He commented that the surface profiles were similar to 
that given by the trochoidal wave theory for > 0.15 
on a beach slope-of 
20 
. In shallow water, he found, 
that the wave profile differed very much from the 
trochoidal wave theory. For the percentages of wave, 
height lying above still 
remarked that for the be 
experimental points were 
water, while for the 
1 
water level (see Fig-3.2) he 
ach slope of ýÖý the 
below the curve in fairly deep 
beach slope they were above the 
theoretical curve predicted by the trochoidal wave 
theory. For both beach slopes, the experimental results 
near the breakers were found to be considerably higher 
than those given by the theory. 
Iversen(16), in an experiment on the study of 
breakers, examined such features as breaker height, 
backwash depth, forward stagnation position and the 
breaker face angles (see fig. 3.3). He noted that for 
a given wave train on a steep beach as compared to a 
flat beach, the breaker is higher, and breaks with a 
higher crest elevation, and has a flatter back face and 
a steeper front face. The type of breakers whether 
spilling or plunging observed in the present studies 
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agreed with Iversen's classification (see fig. 3.4). 
In a study of breakers and beach erosion 
Hamada(12) remarked that at breaking, the displacement 
of the orbital centre above the still water level was 
0.204Hb on a4 slope and 0.228 Hb on a slope of,., 
He noted the observation that when a wave is about 
to break on a shallow sloping beach the trough becomes 
wide and flat, and the crest narrow and steep. He 
considered that the forward leaning of the wave crest 
might be an important factor in wave breaking. 
Eagleson(8) compared experimental values of wave 
height steepness and wave length with Stokes' theory. 
He commented that Stokes third order theory applied 
only in the early stages of transformation, the 
divergencies being too large as the wave begins to 
deform. Using the Stokes relationships for surface 
profile, he gave an expression for the crest height at 
as 
zat l+$ ir 
L 
sinh 
H4 ---(3-3) (Sinh 
4Fd> 
-""Ih 
Eagleson compared the above expression with his 
experimental results and remarked that the experimental 
results gave a wave crest which was steeper than the 
theory early in the transformation but flatter than the' 
theory in the breaker region. 
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Urse11(5°) theoretically predicted in. a 
qualitative sense the effect of shoaling on wave asymmetry 
i by consideration of the parameter . He concluded'that 
large values of the parameter HLz would predictran 
d 
increased tendency towards wave asymmetry. 
Ippen and Kulin(15) studied the shoaling and 
breaking of the solitary wave. They observed that on a 
slope of 0.065 the deformation of the breaker began 
gradually, with a rapid acceleration of the process 
occurring just before breaking. They observed that 
in addition to the violent nature of the breaker, the 
front face of the wave at breaking was nearly vertical. 
They remarked that on the other hand, on a slope of 
0.023, the wave breaking was a more gentle process with 
the wave initially deforming as well as breaking in a 
much more gradual fashion. 
Ippen and Kulin(15) classified breakers as 
"symmetric", "asymmetric" and "intermediate". They 
described waves which retained much of their original 
symmetry during shoaling and which deformed by what 
they termed 'peaking up' of the crest, as symmetric 
breakers. On the other hand, they classified as 
asymmetric breakers, waves which showed a marked 
steepening of the front face. They did not define 
what they termed as the intermediate breaker, but 
85 
presumably they intended something between what they 
called the symmetric and the asymmetric breakers. 
When they tried to translate their results into a 
graph, they found that there was some scatter and they 
rightly noted that their classification depended very 
much on personal judgement. From the studies made in 
the work reported in this thesis, and within the experimeniI6' 
limits, it is evident that nothing like a symmetric breake 
was observed. 
3.3 Experimental Results on Wave Vertical Asymmetry 
On all the beach slopes it was found that as the 
wave progressed shoreward, the wave vertical asymmetry 
was continuously increasing and was maximum at the 
break-point. On the beach slope of . (see figure 3.5) 
it was found that the experimental results ghve values 
very slightly higher than the theory for > 0.18. 
Shoreward of this, the experimental results were lower 
than the theory. The maximum divergence was about 18% 
of the theoretical value, and that was the greatest 
divergence found throughout the work including the other 
beach slopes. 
On the beach slope of the wave vertical 
asymmetry was 0.505 at ad value of 0.26 (see fig. 
3.6) 
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`Within the ran e d' g of r values of , 0.24and 0.12 the 
theoretical curve was about 2'% less than the 
experimental results. For 
rd 
less than 0.12, the 
experimental results becambý lower than the 
theoretical prediction. The maximum divergence between 
the experimental results and the theory for the beach 
slope of was 10'% of the theoretical prediction. 
The experimental value of the wave vertical asymmetry 
at the wave break-point on the beach slope of was 
found to be 0.707, which was higher than the corresponding 
value of 0.62 at the breakpoint on the beach slope of 2. 
On the beach slope of -9 , it was found that 
within the range of 
d 
values of 0.26 and 0.10 the 
experimental results of the wave vertical asymmetry 
were higher than the theoretical curve, whilst shoreward 
of value of 0.10 the experimental results became' 
lower than the theoretical values. The maximum divergence 
between the theoretical values and the experimental 
results was 9.8/0 of the theoretical prediction. The 
experimental result of the wave vertical asymmetry at__, 
the wave break-point was found to be 0.725. 
On the beach slope of , the curves of 
the 
experimental results and the theory showed that the 
experimental results were rather lower than the theoretical 
predictions. The maximum divergence was 716 of the 
theoretical prediction. It was found that at ad 
89 
value of 0.10 the wave vertical asymmetry on the beach 
slope of 
12 
was 0.656, which was higher than the 
corresponding values for the steeper slopes. This 
tendency for the wave vertical asymmetry to be higher 
on the flatter slope continued as the wave advanced 
into shallower water. Whereas on the beach slopes of 
and the breakers formed were 
plunging breakers, on the beach slope of and 
for the flatter slopes of 
5 
and 
I the breaker 
in each case was spilling. 
It was found that whereas the graphs of wave 
vertical asymmetry against 
d 
were non-linear for the 
steeper beach slopes, they became linear for beach 
slopes L2. The experimental results of the wave 
vertical asymmetry on the beach slope of 
75 
were 
quite close'to the theoretical predictions. However, 
the theoretical curve was non-linear. The experimental 
results were slightly higher than the theoretical 
curve for 
d>0.10, but shoreward of this the 
experimental results became lower than the theory. 
The 
maximum divergence between the experimental results 
and the theoretical prediction was 8.7/a of the 
theoretical prediction, and occurred at the break- 
point where one would not normally expect good 
agreement. For the portion where the experimental 
f 
i'9 
results were higher than the theory, the divergence 
was about 3016. The linearity of the curves of the 
wave vertical asymmetry on the flat slopes will 
be considered again in the next chapter when 
considering the effect of the backwash on the wave 
asymmetry. 
The graph of wave vertical asymmetry against 
on the beach slope of I (see figure 3.7) showed 
I 
the same trend on shoaling as on the beach slope of ýý . 
The maximum divergence between the values of the 
experimental, results and the theory was 5'% of the 14 r 
theoretical prediction. The value of the wave 
vertical asymmetry at the break-point on the beach 
slope of was 0.74 which was considerably higher 
than the corresponding value of 0.62 at the breaker 
position on the beach slope of 1. 
The effect of beach slopes on wave vertical 
asymmetry is shown in Figure 3.8, and it indicated that 
the wave vertical asymmetry is greater for flat slopes, 
when the wave is in very shallow water of about 0.10 
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"3.4 
Experimental Results on Wäve' Horizontal Asymmetry 
The smaller the numerical value of HA and HA' 
compared with unity the more asymmetric the wave is, 
on the basis of the wave horizontal asymmetry definition. 
On all beach slopes, the graphs of HA and HA' against 
d 
showed that the numerical values of HA and HA' were 
decreasing and so the wave was becoming more asymmetric 
as the wave advanced into shallower water up to and 
including the break-point. 
The graph of HA and HA' against on the beach 
slope of I is shown in figure 3.9. The value of the 
wave horizontal asymmetry HA at the break-point was 
about 0.2, which meant that at the breaker position, 
the horizontal distance from the wave crest to the wave 
front face at still water level, was of the 
horizontal distance from the crest to the rear face. 
d 
At a value of 0.15, the value of HA was 0.80 and. so 
the wave was not really very asymmetric at that stage. 
The most rapid change in HA and HA' was found to take, 
place at 4 0.15. The graph of HA' against 
d 
was quite similar to that of HA against 
ý. This was, 
however, in line with expectation as both HA and HA' are 
measures of wave 
however that HA' 
The graphs 
slopes of 1 
horizontal asymmetry. 
indicated a higher as 
of HA and HA' against 
91 
12 
1 .j5 
and IF8 
It was found 
ymmetry than HA" 
d for the beach 
are shown 
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in figures 3.10,3.11,3.12,3.13 and 3.14. and follow the ä:. 
same trend as that on the beach slope of - discussed above. 
Figure 3.15 and 3.16 show the effect of beach slope 
on the wave horizontal asymmetry HA and HA'. It is 
evident fron the figures that the horizontal asymmetry of 
the wave increases as the beach slope gets steeper, 
whereas it will be remembered that in very shallow water ' 
in the case of wave vertical asymmetry, the vertical 
asymmetry decreases as the beach slope gets steeper. 
As can be seenthat Figure 3.17, which shows the graph. 
of HA and HA' for the different beach slopes, establishes 
a correlation between the two types of wave horizontal 
asymmetry HA and HA'. This is not unexpected, but it is.. 
quite useful, in that it does mean that observations orz 
calculations in wave studies can be made in terms of either 
parameter. 
3.5 Experimental Results on Wave Slope Asymmetry 
The wave slope asymmetry as noted in section 2.4.4. 
chapter 2 was defined as 
Front face slope at still water level + 
back face slope at still water level 
Both the front face and the rear face slopes are measured 
in radians. The front face slope was taken as negative ; 
and the back face slope as positive, thus the mean value,,, 
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is a-measure of the extent to which the "wave front is 
steeper than the rear face of the wave. This is thus 
a measure of the asymmetry of the wave. An increasing 
numerical value of the wave slope asymmetry therefore, - 
denotes increasing asymmetry. 
On the beach slope of j; the graph of wave slope 
asymmetry against 
d (see figure 3.18) showed that the 
wave slope asymmetry increased as the wave advanced into 
shallower water. The wave slope asymmetry was negligible 
at 
L 
value of 0.26 whereas at 
d 
value of 0.15 the value- 
of the wave slope asymmetry was -0.007. The most rapid 
change in wave slope asymmetry took place at 4,0.15.; 
For instance, at 
Z 
value of 0.10 the value of the wave 
slope asymmetry became -0.037. At the breaker position 
where the wave was most asymmetric the value of the wave., 
a. 
slope asymmetry was -0.083. The theoretical curve 
based 
on the theory of Biesel(5) gave results rather lower 
than the experimental results. 
On the beach slope of 
6 (see fig. 3.19), it was'- 
again found that the most rapid change in wave slope 
asymmetry took place at 0.15. 
The theoretical 
curve agreed quite well with the experimental results. 
The maximum divergence between the theory and 
the 
experimental results was about 
7/o of the theoretical 
prediction. The results 
for beach slopes of ,, 
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and ý-ý indicated a similar trend to those 5 
discussed above, and the results for slopes of andI 
are shown in figures 3.20 and 3.21. 
As can be seen from Figure 3.22 showing the effect 
of beach slope on wave slope asymmetry, the wave slope 
asymmetry increases as the beach slope gets steeper. This 
is in marked contrast with the wave vertical asymmetry 
which decreases as the beach slope gets steeper. On the 
other hand the wave horizontal asymmetry increases with 
increasing beach slope. 
Figure 3.23 and 3.24 show however that all of the4 
asymmetries, 'slope', 'vertical', and 'horizontal', are 
correlated and as will be shown later on, the orbital 
velocity field at the bed is also correlated with all 
three asymmetries. 
3.6 Conclusions 
The wave asymmetry defined in all of the three 
'ýý 
;i 
°f 
F 
?4 
ýk 
ways increases as the wave advances into shallower water 
and the wave is most asymmetric at the wave break-point., 
The most rapid change in wave asymmetry takes place in the 
region 
d40.15- 
I: 
The cnoidal wave theory is adequate for predicting 
wave vertical asymmetry. However, whereas, the cnoidal 
theory indicates a non-linear curve throughout, the 
ýý 
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experimental curves of the wave vertical asynmetry 
against 
d became linear for slopes . 42. The 
linearity of the curve will be considered again in the 
next chapter, when considering the effect of the backwa h 
of the wave. 
The work on the wave slope asymmetry showed good 
agreement with the theory of Biesel(5). The results i 
of the experiments for the beach slopes , and 1 
indicated that the wave slope asymmetry ceases at 
d-0.26. The theor of Biesel(S) L-y predicted that the 
wave slope asymmetry ceases at If =0.27. This is a 
useful and interesting agreement with theory especially 
as no previous comparison or verification of this theory 
has been made. 
The wave horizontal asymmetry (both HA and HA') and 
the wave slope asymmetry increase as the beach slope 
gets steeper, whereas the wave vertical asymmetry is 
greater for flat slopes-when the wave is in very shallow 
water. The rule of thumb that the trough is a quarter 
of the breaker height below the undisturbed water level, 
whatever the beach slope is not quite correct. 
A correlation was found to exist between the 
two types of wave horizontal asymmetry HA and HA'. Furthe si 
they both show the sang trend, thus any studies connected1f1 
with the wave horizontal asymmetry could be made using 
w ý... - a . et M4 Nf 
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.± 
either HA or HA'. As shallow water waves tend 
towards the characteristics of long waves, it is 
evident that measurement of HA would be more precise 
than HA'. 
Apart from the correlation between the two 
types of äve' Horizontal asymmetry HA and HA' aý° "" M 
correlation was also found to exist between the wave 
slope asymmetry, wave horizontal asymmetry and the 
wave vertical asymmetry. The correlation between 
the wave asymmetry and the resulting orbital velocity 
fields at the bed will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
where the empirical relationships connecting the velocity 
asymmetry, the wave vertical asymmetry, wave slope 
asymmetry and the wave horizontal asymmetry will be 
presented. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EFFECT OF THE BACKWASH OF THE WAVE ON WAVE ASY? INETRY 
4.1 Introduction 
When the wave breaks, the motion becomes 
translatory and the water rushes up the beach face moving 
some sediment along with it. However owing to percolation 
friction and gravity, the uprush gradually slows down, ant 
soon reaches its limit of uprush. At this maximum landwai 
limit on sandy beaches, a thin line of sand grains (caller 
a swash mark) is deposited Wiege1(56). When the motion 
up the beach face has ceased, the water which has not 
percolated returns down the beach face as a backwash, agab 
moving sediment with it. A fairly large backwash induces 
erosion of a natural beach and caurriing up of the sediment 
within the surf zone. On the other hand a weak backwash 
may be substantially reduced through percolation and 
thus the sediment brought up by the swash is slowly added 
to the beach. Wiege1(56) cautioned that a cursory 
inspection of a beach immediately following a storm when 
rapid changes have been taking place may lead to 
conclusions that would not be substantiated a few 
days, 
later. 
In addition to the importance of the bed slope, 
wave characteristics are certainly affected 
by the 
a swash mark) is deposited Wiegei(56). When the motion 
up the beach face has ceased, the water which has not 
percolated returns down the beach face as a backwash, again r 
backwash of the preceding wave. ' To the best of . 
the 
author's knowledge the work reported in this thesis 
is the first detailed study of the effect of the 
backwash of the wave on the asymmetry of the wave 
seaward of the breakers. Zn the present chapter, the 
effect of the backwash of the wave on wave asymmetry will 
be considered, and in Chapter 5 the effect of the 
backwash of the wave on the orbital velocity asymmetry' 
will be dealt with, while discussing the velocity asymmbt 
l 
ry, 
in the breaker zone. 
Various comments on the backwash have been made 
from time to time in the literature. Ippen and Kulin(1 
commented that the backwash from preceding waves 
4t 
undoubtedly plays an important role in the breaking process: 
Iversen(16) also considered the backwash an important 
factor in the breaking action. Scott(44) in a study of 
sand movement by waves noted that the sand deposited on 
¬ 
the foreshore was flung up the beach by the swash and 
rolled part way down again by the backwash. He observed 
that the grains which were packed tightly in place 
remained on the foreshore while loose grains were rolled 
back down the beach face by the backwash. He then 
concluded that the continual action of the swash and, 
backwash reworked the surface layer of the beach, fittinE 
the grains tightly in place as they were deposited. 
k :. 
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(36) .ý` Mason in an experiment on breaking, waves 
observed that as-the wave approached the area of 
breaking there was a reduction in the speed of advance 
of the forward face and consequent overtaking of the 
forward face by the seaward face of the crest, and that 
the deceleration of the forward face appeared to be 
related to the speed and depth of the backwash from 
the preceding broken wave. He commented that there 
seemed to be an area of limited extent around the 
intersection°`of- the forward face of the advancing wave 
and the backwash within which the backwash flow was 
halted and the water surface rose rapidly, suggesting 
a conversion of the kinertic energy of the backwash to 
potential energy in the form of a rise in water surface 
elevation. 
Eagleson and Dean(9) remarked that the onshore 
motion is more and more opposed by the backwash from 
the preceding waves in the vicinity of the breaker. , 
As noted above, the studies discussed in this 
chapter are concerned with the effect of the eliminationýý 
of the backwash of the wave on the wave vertical asymme 
wave horizontal asymmetry and wave slope asymmetry. 
The 
work was carried out over five beach slopes and 
the wave, 
study on the conditions were the same as in the previous y4 11, 
effect of beach slope and shoaling on wave asymmetry. 
IRS 
"r 
A 
4.2 Results of Experiments on the Effect of Backwash 
on Wave Vertical Asymmetry 
On the beach slope of 
6 the graph of wave 
vertical asymmetry against showed that the effect 
of eliminating the backwash of the wave was to cause a 
ii! 
tn. 
ýi 
reduction in the wave vertical asymmetry. As the wave 
r 
progressed shoreward the wave vertical asymmetry increased 
but the value of the wave vertical asymmetry was much 
reduced compared with the case when there was normal 
backwash. For instance, at a value of 0.14 while the 
value of the wave vertical asymmetry with backwash was 
0.573, the value when the backwash was eliminated was 
0.538. At a value of 0.10 the corresponding values 
of the wave vertical asymmetry were 0.630 and 0.55" 
Furthermore, it was found that the wave broke in 
shallower water when the backwash was eliminated, which 
indicated that the presence of the backwash induces 
early breaking of the wave, although its presence is not 
a necessary condition for wave breaking. At the 
break- 
point where the wave was most asymmetric the value of the 
wave vertical asymmetry without the backwash was ;. 0.573 
which showed the vertical asymmetry was much reduced 
when compared with a corresponding value of 0.707 for 
the wave vertical asymmetry at the break-point with 
backwash. (See Figure 3-6) 
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The results for the slopes of and 
22, 
are shown 
in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 and follow the same trend. 
For the beach slope of the graph of wave vertical 
asymmetry against 
d is shown in figure 4.3. As noted, 
r`9 
in"the last Chapter in a study in which there was normal, 
backwash, the graph of wave vertical asymmetry against 
ä d 
was found to be linear on the beach slopes <2. It was 
found when the backwash was eliminated that the graph of 
wave vertical asymmetry against became non linear on, ' 
the beach slope of as on the steeper slopes of i-5 
and This seems to show that the linear relationship 12 
when the back-wash was present was due to the flat beach., 
slope and the backwash. However, it was found contrary to 
expectations that for all the beach slopes the theoretical 
predictions of the wave vertical asymmetry were nearer the 
experimental results in the case when there was backwash 
than when the backwash was eliminated. On the beach slope-. -, q 
of 
-8 
which was the flattest beach slope considered in this 
work, the graph of the wave vertical asymmetry against 
I 
still gave a linear curve when the backwash of the wave 
was eliminated. Further, the reduction in the wave 
vertical asymmetry was less on this flat slope as compared, 
with the steeper slopes. For instance, at the value 
of 0.13 the value of the wave vertical asymmetry was found 
to be 0.562, when the backwash was eliminated compared 
with 0.580 when there was backwash. At the 
L 
value of" 
0.10 the corresponding values were 0.660 and 0.675. 
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4.3 Results of Experiments on the Effect of Backwash 
on Wave Slope Asymmetry 
The graph of wave slope asymmetry against for 
the beach slope of 
6 (see Figure 3.19) shows that 
the effect of eliminating the backwash of the wave was 
to increase the wave slope asymmetry. At a value 
of 0.15 the effect of the backwash on slope asymmetry 
did not seem to be significant. At aL value of, 
0.12, values were -0.019 and -0.013, whereas at the 
value of 0.10 these became -0.036 and -0.025. At the 
wave breakpoint where the wave was most asymmetric, 
the value of the wave slope asymmetry when the backwash 
was eliminated was found to be -0.115, whilst when 
there was backwash the corresponding value was -0.060. 
Thus the increase was quite substantial at the breaker 
position. 
Figure 4.4 shows the graph of wave slope asymmetry 
against 
d for the beach slope of and shows that at 
the breaker position, the value of the wave slope asymmetry 
when the backwash was eliminated was -0.066 as against 
-0.04 with backwash. Further, it must be remembered 
that 
on the beach slope of the value of the wave slope 
asymmetry at the breakpoint when the backwash was eliminated 
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was -0.115 which was higher than the corresponding value ;; 
on the beach slope of , indicating that the wave slope'i. 
asymmetry increases with the beach slope. 
The graph of wave slope asymmetry against 
d 
L 
for the beach slope of 
2 
also shows the same effects 
(see fig. 3.20). 
The corresponding results for slopes of and 
I 
are shown in figs. 4.5 and 3.21 respectively. It was 173 
considered that the increase in the wave slope asymmetry 
when the backwash of the wave was eliminated might possibly 
be due to the reduction of any reflected wave, but this 
was not substantiated by any trend in the variation with 
the beach slope. 
4.4 Experimental Results on the Effect of Backwash on 
Wave Horizontal Asymmetry 
The work on the effect of the backwash on the wave 
horizontal asymmetry did not show a general trend for all 
the beach slopes treated. For instance, on the beach slope: 
of and (see Figs. 4.6 and 4.7) the effect of 
eliminating the backwash was to reduce the wave horizontal 
asymmetry, while the trends are inconclusive for the beach 
slopes of 
ý, 
1-5 , and 
8 
see figures 4.8,4.9 and 4.10. 
ý_ 76 »r. ,..... _, ,.. 
4.5 Conclusions 
The work discussed in this chapter on the effect of 
the backwash of the wave on wave asymmetry was carried 
out over five beach slopes. The wave conditions were the 
same as in the previous study on the effect of beach 
slope and shoaling on wave asymmetry. 
On all the beach slopes 
2 5, 
covered 
in this aspect of. the work, it was found that the_ effect 
of eliminating the backwash of the wave was to cause a 
reduction in the value of the wave vertical asymmetry. 
The graph of wave vertical asymmetry against r for the 
flattest beach slope in the work (, M ) still showed a 
132 
t 
r 
tI 
linear relationship after the elimination of the backwash, 
whereas the results for the beach slope of after the 
elimination of the backwash gave a non-linear curve as 
for the remaining slopes of 
g, jj 
and 4-2 It was 
found in the work reported in the last chapter that the 
graphs of wave vertical asymmetry against 
d 
when there 
was backwash became linear for slopes < The non- 
linearity of the curve on the beach slope of 
5 
when 
the backwash of the wave was eliminated seems to show that 
the linear relationship when the backwash was present was 
due to the backwash and the flat beach slope. 
The results of eliminating the backwash in all the 
cases of the beach slopes covered (g ,, 
M, and M) 
was to increase the wave slope asymmetry when the backwash 
ky 133 
was eliminated, the increase being more pronounced near 
the breakers. Further offshore from the breakers, the 
divergence of the results with and without backwash 
became small and tended to disappear at about 
d=0.14. 
The possibility that the increase in the wave slope 
asymmetry when the backwash of the wave was eliminated 
might be due to the reduction of any reflected wave was 
not substantiated by any trend in the variation with 
beach slope. However, model studies of waves breaking 
on mobile beaches indicate that the current from the 
backwash influences the upper layers of the water 
seaward of the breakers. This effect is noticeable in 
the distortion of the mass transport velocity curve 
close to the shore, the upper layers having a seaward 
velocity component impressed upon them. Such a current 
could also be assumed to reduce the shoreward distortion 
of the wave crest close to the breakers, thus reducing 
the wave asymmetry. 
Eliminating the backwash on the plain beaches used 
in this study would in nature correspond to wave 
absorption on highly permeable beaches. 
The effect of eliminating the backwash of the wave 
was to reduce the wave horizontal asymmetry on the steep 
beach slopes 6 and q, whereas the trends are 
incon- 
clusive for the flatter beaches and Im 0 
It was found that the wave was breaking in 'shallower , 
water when the backwash of the wave was eliminated, 
indicating that the presence of the backwash induces 
early breaking of the wave, although its presence 
is not a necessary condition for wave breaking. 
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CHAPTER 5 
VELOCITY ASYMMETRY IN THE BREAKER ZONE 
5.1 Introduction 
In deep water (ý > -) the water particle motion 
associated with wave action becomes negligibly small 
at a depth from the surface equal to about half the 
wave length. As the wave advances shoreward into 
shallower water the bottom begins to feel the effect 
of the wave as the water particle velocity at the bed 
increases. The greatesthorizontal water particle 
velocity occurs at the wave breaker position. The 
region of interest in this work is the shallow water 
zone of about 
d40.15, including the breaker 
zone. 
The horizontal velocity at the bottom is however 
neither uniform nor steady, but periodic and reversing. 
In fairly deep water, the water particle horizontal 
velocities at the bottom are approximately equal for the 
shoreward and seaward motions, but as the wave moves 
into progressively shallower water, the asymmetry of the 
wave gives rise to the velocity differential of the 
water particles in the bwebward and seaward directions,, 
the onshore velocity of the water particle being greater 
in magnitude and of shorter duration than the offshore 
F 
136- 
velocity. The two types ' of horizontal. velocioi 
asymmetry have already been defined in paragraph 1.6, 
one based on the magnitude of the onshore-offshore 
velocities and the other on duration. 
Measurements of the fluid particle horizontal 
velocity were made at a height of 0.2 ins. from the bed. 
The measurements were made on two beach slopes of and 
1 These tw 18 . 
found from the 
the slope of 
slopes and 18 
o beach slopes were chosen as it had been 
earlier work reported in the thesis that 
was characteristic4" of the steeper 
of the flatter slopes. Further, the 
two slopes produced different'types of breaker, the 
slope of 
9 
produced plunging breakers, and the slope 
of gave spilling breakers. The effect of eliminating. 
the backwash of the wave on the velocity field was also ''. 
investigated. The wave conditions used were the same as 
those used in the study on wave asymmetry. The correlation 
of the wave asymmetry and the asymmetry of the orbital 
velocity field will be discussed later in this chapter. 
A review of previous work on velocity studies of water 
particles under the action of waves is given below. 
137 
5.2 Review of Previous Work ;,. 
Iversen examined the kinematics of the water 
movement in breakers. He used particles of a mixture 
ý,. 
Rai 
of xylene, carbon tetra chloride and zinc oxide for 
flow visualization. The movement of the particles was 
recorded on cine film, from which each particle 
velocity was obtained by noting the distance moved on 
the projected frames and the time interval of movement. 
The velocities obtained were plotted as vectors as 
shown in Figure 5.1. Iversen, in addition, measured 
the backwash and crest velocities. He obtained the 
backwash velocities by averaging all particle velocities 
in the region of minimum depth in the backwash and the 
crest velocities were obtained from the gradient of the ,E 
crest position-time history. His results of the backwash, 
and the crest velocities are shown in figure 5.2 where 
Yi 
is the distance from the bed to the wave crest at the 
wave break-point. Iversen found that the backwash 
velocity was higher on a steep beach as compared to a ". ;., 
flat beach. This was to be expected. 
Hamada(12) studied the particle velocity in wave 
motion in the region of the breakers. The velocity of 
flow was measured by means of a current meter which had 
several propellers driven by the action of water flaw. 
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A direct electric current in the circuit connected the 
current meter to an oscillograph, with one element of 
the oscillograph corresponding to one of the propellers. 
Hamada made orbital velocity measurments 3 cm. from the 
bed. He noted the differential velocity in the shoreward 
and seaward directions. He found the ratio of 
backward velocity to forward velocity to vary between 
1: 1.16 to 1: 1.29. However, his theoretical 
approach was to calculate the orbital velocity by the 
Airy theory and to add an estimated "residual" velocity 
(equivalent to the mass transport velocity). Since this 
was always positive, the resulting values gave a 
differential between the forward and. backward velocities. 
His measurements are of interest, but his theoretical 
evaluation neglects the existence of orbital velocity 
asymmetry even in the absence of massLtransport. 
Inman and Nasu(14) bade a study of orbital 
velocity in shallow water at La Jolla California. The 
measurements were made near the bottom and just seaward 
of the breaker zone in water depths ranging from about 
five to fifteen feet and wave heights of up to seven 
and a half feet. The orbital current meter consisted 
in the main of a cylindrical rod fixed rigidly at one 
end like a cantilever, and the system was arranged 
such that the orbital velocity could be interpreted from 
the bending of the rod caused by the force exerted by the 
141 
moving water. A pressure type wave meter was used 
I! 
Eý. 
with the current meter, and both the wave meter and °, 
the current meter were mounted on a tripod. The 
current meter was mounted 0.84 ft. above the bottom. 
The bed had an average slope of about 
; in the 
region where the orbital velocities were measured. 
Inman and INasu commented that the graph of the 
horizontal component of orbital velocity as a function 
of time resembled that of the wave pre: sure and they 
noted that the horizontal velocity seemed to be mere 
de; 'endent on the rate of change in level of the mater 
surface during the passage of the wave than on the 
actual height of the wave. With refe. 'enct to Fig. 5.3 
after Inman and Nasu(14) they noted that in the 
figure, the fourth wave was almost as high as those 
preceding it, but showed a more gradual rise in 
level from the preceding trou6h to the crest. The 
result was a very low crest velocity. In terms of 
the work reported in this thesis, the : statement of 
Inman and Nasu could be condensed into the statement 
that for waves of the same height, greater velocities 
are associated with greater wave slope asymmetry. 
Inman and Nasu remarked that the maximum velocity 
under the wave crest was always onshore and that for 
almost all the waves analysed the mean onshore maximum 
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velocity exceeded the offshore velocity. They compared's: 
the maximum orbital velocities with solitary and 
Airy-Stokes waves. They gave the sum of"the crest and 
trough Velocities along the bottom aU for both cl 
and Stokes waves as . 
ý`ýI 
QUU cress fu trough 
I= 
2rrýi 
r5 ti d .. tiý '(5. ) ,- 
ýýý 
f 
For the solitary wave, they gave the maximum orbital 
velocity at the bottom SU as 
SU -aNC (5.2) 
where C= J(14ýd) is the velocity of propagation 
of the wave crest. H is wave height and ci water 
depth. 
N is defined by the equations 
I2 
(J 
and 
M 
ton ZM (º + 5.4) 
Inman and Nasu(14) remarked that the measured 
velocities were on the average in better agreement 
with the solitary wave than with the Airy-Stokes 
relations. 
'. 
ý, ,. 
Scott 
ý 
in a study of sand movement bye waves 
made velocity measurements using a mixture of xylene 
carbon tetrachloride and zinc oxide having the same 
specific gravity as water. He injected small droplets 
of the mixture into the water and used a eine camera 
to trace the movements. The particle motion was 
analysed by measuring the time taken by the particle 
to cover an arbitrary horizontal distance in the 
seaward or beachward portion of the orbit. Scott - 
found that the velocities and accelerations of the 
water motion were higher in the beachward direction 
than in the seaward direction in relatively shallow 
water. 
Miller and Zeigler(38) made a field study of 
the horizontal velocity of the water motion inside 
breaking waves. The velocity measurements were made 
using an acoustic flowmeter, the basic operation of 
which consisted of two simultaneous acoustic signals 
sent in opposite directions between a pair of probes 
spaced 8 inches apart. The meter was in the shape 
of a tuning fork, and the instrument so positioned 
so that an imaginary line between the tips of the 
probes was parallel to the velocity component to be 
measured. The data was received in the form of 
continuous records on a Sanborn recorder. The wave 
145 
'd p 
jtrace was also recorded on the same instrument. 'a! 
ý' 
Miller and Zeigler selected about 200 breaker traces 
from the very many recorded, and plotted each separate 
breaker on a dimensionless graph. The absicissa had its 
zero at the centre of the graph and units of 
{. 
TS 
increasing both to the left and to the right of this 
centre mark. TS was defined as the breaker period and t 
was the time variable. The ordinate consisted of units 
7- 
of gd where Z was the observed water height above 
the bottom and Bd the height of the breaker crest 
above the bottom. By comparing the breaker profiles 
plotted on the dimensionless graph as described above 
Miller and Zeigler considered that the breaker forms 
fell into three major categories, which they referred 
to as 'symmetric', 'asymmetric' and 'very asymmetric' 
breakers. They then averaged the individual breaker 
traces for each class to obtain a single trace. The 
single trace was then plotted with ordinates B 
7-. 
A and 
absicissa 
f- 
as explained above, and in a similar 
manner, the velocity values were plotted on a single 
graph for each of the three breaker classes. The 
u velocity values were entered in the form u,. pX where U 
was the observed velocity and Umax the maximum velocity 
for the individual breaker. Commenting on the class of 
breaker they classified as symmetric, Miller and Zeigler 
ItA 
noted a lack ° of s ymmetry in the velocity field, of lthe! 
lower portion of the breakers. Comparing the breaker 
they classed as asymmetric breaker with the "near breaki 5` 
wave", i. e the mean 
p1I 
profile just seaward of the break- of t t 
they commented that the profile of the asymmetric breaker 
was more peaked. With respect to the internal velocity 
field they noted that the distribution of the magnitudes 
and directions was less complicated in the asymmetric 
breaker than in the class they referred to as symmetric. 
They commented that the clasq referred to as the 'extreme 
asymmetric' breaker was the least complicated of the three 
categories. The measurements of all the three classes 
were made on a single bottom slope. 
The author would like to comment that from the study 
made in the work reported in-this thesis, the breaker 
Miller and Zeigler referred to as a symmetric breaker 
in fact possessed a distinct vertical asymmetry and 
some wave horizontal and wave slope asymmetry. Miller. 
and Zeigler themselves remarked that the transition 
from the profile and. velocity field of the "near-breaking 
wave" which already possessed asymmetry to the-symmetric 
breaker, was difficult to appreciate. On the whole their 
classification seems to be based on visual judgement 
of the wave trace with a bias towards what is referred 
to 
in the present work as wave slope asymmetry- It was' 
however, very surprising that Miller and Zeigler 
4 
------ý 5a 
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l r4 
considered that the breaker type they `referred to as the t 
symmetric breaker was possibly analogous to the plunging'1' 
type and the very asymmetric breaker was similar. -to the 
spilling type; the author considers that, if anything,, 
_ 
a plunging breaker ought to correspond to a very 
asynmetric breaker. 
Ippen and Kulin(15) 
,I 
studied the internal velocities I 
of the solitary wave at the break-point. They used 
droplets of a solution of xylene and n-butyl phthalate. 
The motion picture camera they employed was operated%., 
at 20 frames per second and they placed an auxiliary,,,, ' 
grid in the plane of the particles so that on the 
photographs the grid lines could be projected down into, * 
the wave itself. They conducted their studies on Iwo 
types of breakers; the plunging breaker on a slope of 
0.065 and the spilling breaker on a slope of 0.023. Their 
result is shown on Figure 5.4. They found that on the- 
slope of 0.023 the maximum particle velocity was 3.3 ft/s- 
while the wave celerity was 3.9 ft/s, and on the slope 
of 0.065 they found the celerity was 4.3 ft. /s. while';.. 
the maximum particle velocity was 3.6 ft/s. They 
commented that on the slope of 0.023 with a spilling. 
breaker the maximum velocity was nearly equal to the 
crest celerity at the wave breakpoint, and they, noted - -, 
that the maximum particle velocity seemed to occur just,, '. 
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Figure 5.4 Internal velocities at b aking (After Ippen and Kulin(171(1955) 
slightly shoreward of the g est point pof 'the 'crest.; 
Some velocity studies were also carried out by 
Morison and Crooke(39) in 
,a 
study of deep water, shallow 
water and breaking waves. They used a mixture of carbon-:; 
tetra chloride, xylene and zinc oxide having approximately!, 
the same specific gravity as water. Droplets of the 
mixture were injected into the water and the resulting 
motion photographed with. a cine camera. They found 
that the greatest horizontal particle velocity occurred.., '- 
when the wave was breaking, and they noted a'velocity 
differential between the shoi, -, ward and seaward horizontal 
velocities. They concluded that the jnaximum horizontal. S .. 
particle velocity at the crest of the wave might-attain 
the wave celerity as the wave broke, but that the 
phenomenon was confined to a very narrow region of water 
at the crest of the wave. This was not borne out by 
Miller and Zeigler's observations. 
The difficulty which arises in comparing laboratory 
observations with field measurements is referred to in 
the fiäal conclusion to the thesis. 
5.3 Effect of Shoaling on Orbital Velocity Asymmetry '-, 
As mentioned in section 1.6 chapter 1, two types 
of horizontal velocity asymmetry were defined in the 
present work, one based on the magnitude of the 
shoreward-seaward velocities and referred to as the 
horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry, and the 
other based on duration of the shoreward-seaward motion' 
and referred to as the horizontal velocity (time) 
asymmetry. In order to obtain both the horizontal 
velocity (magnitude) asymmetry and the horizontal 
velocity (time) asymmetry, the velocity-time history 
at the. different positions along the beach had to be 
obtained from the analysis of the cine films of hydrogen:, -,, 
bubble blocks emitted from a wire positioned at varying , 
°ý. ". =. °. 
distances from the breakers. The resulting curves are.,, 
shown superimposed in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 and the 
separate curves are shown in the appendix. All 
measurements were made from the separate curves. -" 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show how the curve changes in.: 
form as the wave progresses into shallower water. It rf, " . 
can also be seen from the figures that the horizontal''. " 
velocities increased as the wave advanced into 
shallower water, and for slopes of and the 
greatest horizontal velocities occurred at the wave 
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'breaker position. It is interesting to note that the - 
curves are closer together on the beach slope of 
8 
than on the beach slope of but that on each beach _I 
slope, the velocity seems to have a constant value at ..;. 
all positions along the beach 0.4 secs i. e. half the,., 
wave period after the passage of the wave crest, although 
the constant velocity varies in magnitude from one slope=, 
to another. It is evident from Figures 5.5 and 5.6 
that for each position on the beach, the maximum 
horizontal shoreward velocity did not occur directly 
under the wave crest but at a time 0.09T seconds after. 
the passage of the crest. 
The graphs of horizontal velocity (magnitude) 
asymmetry against are shown in Figure 5.7. It was 
found that for slopes of and the horizontal 
velocity (magnitude) asymmetry increased as the wave 
advanced into shoaling water and in each case was 
highest at the wave breaker position. At the 
d 
value of 0.10 on the beach slope of this asymmetry 
was found to be 1.37 while on the beach slope of 
it was found to be 1.585. At the wave break-point 
on the beach slope of 
9 the value of this asymmetry 
was found to be 1.63 while the corresponding value 
on the beach slope of was 1.77. 
In terms of absolute values of the horizontal 
velocities, the values on the steeper slope of 
I 
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were found to be higher than those on the flatter', 
slope of especially in the neighbourhood of the 
breakers, but the graph of the horizontal velocity 
(magnitude) asymmetry against figure 5.7 indicated. 
that the asymmetry values were higher on the flatter 
slope. _In other words larger beach materia]... cquld be 
set in motion on the steep slope, but a greater 
shoreward-to-seaward differential would act on material, 
on the flatter slope. 
The graphs of horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry 
against 
L 
are shown in Figure 5.8. These show 
increasing asymmetry as the wave advances into shallower 
water. As noted in section 1.6, the horizontal velocity 
(time) asymmetry was defined as the ratio of the time. 
for the shoreward motion to the time for the seaward" 
motion, thus a small numerical value compared with unity. 
denotes increasing asymmetry. 
It was found that at the 
d 
value of 0.10 the 
value of this asymmetry on the beach slope of 
3 
was, - 
0.76 while on the beach slope of 'v the value was, ',,: 
found to be 0.78. At the wave breaker position on the= 
beach slope of 
3 the asymmetry became 0.37 while the 
corresponding value on the beach slope of 
I 
was 0.49. 
Thus the shoreward motion takes a longer time on the - 
flatter slope. 
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Both the actual magnitude of the maximum bed 
velocity and the asymmetry of the velocity'field are---. 
very important in sediment movement under wave action.: ". "" 
The magnitude of the maximum velocity is associated 
with initiating the motion and the asymmetry of the 
velocity fields the direction and magnitude of the 
net movement. These will be discussed in greater 
detail in the next chapter. 
Figure 5.9 illustrates the comparison between 
Stokes theoretical wave profile based on his third 
approximation, and a typical profile obtained in the 
present study. It can be seen that the Stokes Wave 
is less peaked than the experimental wave, and also, .. 
by virtue of its mathematical description, does not 
possess asymmetry about the vertical axis. 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 which compare the orbital 
velocities based on Stokes theory with those obtained 
experimentally, show that at ad value of 0.0833, 
which is very close to the breakers, the theory clearly,. 
does not agree with the measurements (see Figure 5.11). ', ` 
Farther seaward from the break-. point, at ad value 
of 0.1135, (figure 5.10), although the theoretical 
values were still much higher than the experimental 
values, for instance, by as much as 73% of the 
experimental value under the crest, and there was 
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in addition a phase lag in the profile, nevertheless 
the comparison was better than in figure 5.11. ýý; 
Figure 5.12 compares the values of the horizontal 
velocity (magnitude) asymmetry given by the Stokes 
theory equation 1.1. with the experimental results, 
and the theoretical values from equation 5.11. It 
can be seen that the divergence between the Stokes 
prediction and the experimental results was about 
32% at ad value of 0.11, with the divergence 
increasing shoreward but improving seaward. 
For these reasons, one can conclude that Stokes 
theory is not directly applicable to the study of 
the pattern of velocities in the near breaker zone. 
5.4 Correlation Between Wave Asymmetry and 
Velocity Asymmetry 
An important aspect of the work reported in this 
thesis is the study of the correlation between the 
different types of wave asymmetry and the correlation 
between these and the resulting velocity asymmetry as, 
the wave progressed into shallow water. The first 
aspect has been reported in chapter 3. 
Figure 5.13 shows the graphs of both the horizontal 
velocity (magnitude) asymmetry and the horizontal 
velocity (time) asymmetry plotted against the wave 
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horizontal asymmetry HA and HA' for the beach slope` 
of The graphs show that a correlation exists 
between the velocity asymmetry and the wave asymmetry. 
The graph of horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry 
169 ; -. 
a si ý 
against wave horizontal asymmetry HA indicated that as .. 
the wave progressed into shallower water and the value 
of HA decreased, indicating increased asymmetry, the 
horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry also increased. 
For instance, when the value of the wave horizontal 
asymmetry HA is 0.70 the value of the horizontal velocity 
(magnitude) asymmetry is 1.26, whereas when the value of 
HA becomes 0.50 the value of the horizontal velocity 
(magnitude) asymmetry increased to 1.40. Very near the 
wave break-point, the value of the wave horizontal 
asymmetry HA becomes 0.20, the value of the horizontal 
velocity (magnitude) asymmetry is found to be 1.605. The 
graph of the horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry 
against HA' followed a trend fairly similar to the graph 
of the horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry against 
HA. The graphs of the horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry 
against HA and HA' also show good correlations. 
The remaining graphs of the horizontal velocity 
(Magnitude) asymmetry and the horizontal velocity 
(time) asymmetry against the different types of wave 
170 
asymmetry are shown in figures 5.14,5.15,5.16, 
5.1? and 5.18. They all show reasonably good 
correlation between the velocity asymmetry and the 
wave asymmetry. 
As a result of the observations of the wave 
asymmetry and the velocity asymmetry the following 
relationships were obtained: - 
Let Av = wave vertical asymmetry 
s= wave slope asymmetry 
Is) = modulus of s 
X= beach slope 
VHMA = Horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry 
HA & HA' = wave horizontal asymmetry 
II 
= 
Horizontal distance from crest to front face at ,. w.. 1 
Horizontal distance from crest to back face at s. w. I H 
Horizontal distance from crest to precedink wave tro 
Horizontal distance from crest to following wave troff{ ; 
The empirical relationships between VHMA, s, Av, HA and, Jj 
HA' are: 
PA I. 31 ic2nh HA' .. (5.5) 
e ýiZ 
HA 
_1 
52 1.18 - Sinh 
Av " 
(5.6) 
VHMA 
=3 "4- 
Av - 0-79 . 
`5"? 
) 
Av 
-. 
g$ bnh 151 +0.5 ... (5.8) 
Fron the cnoidal wave theory as developed by,, . 
ý, 
Korteweg and de Vries(24) , the wave vertical 
asymmetry Av is given by 
i, d a = 9c -d_3 H 3Lz H f'ý(k) k(ºc) E (k) 
171 
jý äýý 
ýI, ýIGý ; ýýIlý 
ß; 4R Pýý i. 
" (5.9) 
where Ye = distance from the ocean bottom to the 
wave crest, 
d= still water depth, 
H= wave height (trough to crest) 
L= wave length 
K(k) = complete elliptic integral of the first kind, 
E(k) = complete elliptic integral of the second kind, 
k= modulus of the elliptic integral. 
From (5.6) and (5.9) 
= 
152 18 -- Sinhr' 
HA [ki{kfk) 
-" E(k) ( 3LýN 
From (5.9) and (5.7) we have 
VHMA 
'- 
ýÖ d3 ýýký 
(`ýý 
ýýý 
'_"' 
0.78 
L1 H 
Substituting for Av from 5.8 into (5.7) gives 
VHMA 3.4 tank 1S1 + 0.271 
.. (5.10) 
"" (5.11)- 
(5.12) 
J` 
. ý; '172 
Also from the work of Biesel 
ýSý 
, the wave slope 
asymmetry s is given by 
S= m2tN2}2 3+ mt-'oºnhmd - 3mdtonhmd 45"'13) 
112 (Sinh and}* tank and 
where D_Itýmd Sinh and cosh and 
and m 2n 
L 
Substituting for s from (5.13) into (5.12) gives 
= ös ta ý , d) -3 and 
fanh and VHMA 3-'4 'nh 
[rz (!,. r 3+ (i!! i 
O+0.271 
(5-14) 
DZ(Sinh md)L nh and 
Thus equations (5.11) and (5.14) give expressions for 
VHMA. However, of the two, equation (5.11) gives 
closer values to the experimental results in this 
work, and is the theoretical curve shown on figure 5.7. 
Values of K(k) and E(k) are tabulated in Hasch and 
(34) 
Wiegel (1961). 
Comment 
Figure 5.? gives the impression that the 
theoretical predictions of horizontal velocity 
asymmetry are closer to the experimental values, for 
'173ý 
the'steeper beach slope category. The correspondence 
is to within 511o in the region of 0.10 to 0.13, 
and shows a difference of about 8% very close to the 
breakers where 
L is approximately 0.08. In fact, -, 
similar percentages apply in the case of the flatter 
beach slope, but the difference in the slope of the 
curves is more apparent and has the effect of 
offsetting the correlation. 
a, . 
5.5 Effect of Backwash on Velocity Asymmetry 
A study of the effect of the backwash on the 
velocity asymmetry was made by eliminating the 
backwash of the wave and studying the resulting 
velocity fields. The wave conditions were the 
same as in the previous velocity studies with 
backwash, and the study was carried out on the, 
beach slopes of and 
4. 
It was found that although the values of the 
velocities were reduced when there was no backwash 
the horizontal velocity (magnitude). asymmetry was 
found to be higher. The shoreward motion was also 
found to take a longer time. By referring to paragraph-, 
5.3 it can be deduced that the elimination of backwash 
is equivalent to reducing the value of the beach slope. 
A discussion on the effect of backwash in relation 
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to sediment movement will be given in the next 
chapter. 
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the graphs of the 
horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry and the 
horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry against 
d 
when the backwash was eliminated and in addition the 
graphs under backwash conditions. On the beach slope 
of 
3, figure 5.7 seems to indicate that the effect 
of the backwash becomes quite small at 
d >0.12. 
The curves of the velocity-time history at the 
various positions along the beach when the backwash 
was eliminated are shown superposed in figures 5.19 and 
5.20 and the separate curves are shown in appendix 5. 
It is quite evident from figures 5.19 and 5.20 that the 
velocity curves are changing form and showing more 
asynmetry as the wave advances into shallower water. 
Figures 5.21 - 5.25 show the graphs of the 
horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry and the 
horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry against the wave 
asymmetry for the case when the backwash of the wave 
was eliminated. All the graphs indicate that the 
velocity field produced when the backwash was 
eliminated is associated with values of the wave 
asymmetry under the same conditions. 
12 
5.6 Conclusions 
"iä 
The results demonstrate the way in which the'! -'. 
horizontal velocities increase in shallow water, and 
that for both slopes of 
4 
and the greatest 
horizontal velocities occurred at the wave breaker-"t 
position. The curves of the velocity-time history 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show that the curves were closer 
together on the beach slope of than on the 
1 
slope of 4. It was however found that the 
" velocity seems to have a constant value on each beach 
slope at all positions along the beach 0.4 seconds 
after the passage of the wave crest; although the 
'"constant varies from slope to slope. 
It was found that the maximum horizontal 
shoreward velocity did not occur directly under the 
wave crest but at a time 0.09T seconds after the 
passage of the crest. In terms of the values of the 
horizontal velocities, the values on the steeper slope 
of 
4 
were higher than those on the flatter slope of 
especially in the neighbourhood of the breakers, but 
it was found that the values of the horizontal velocity' 
(magnitude) asymmetry were higher on the flatter slope.. 
Also the graph of the horizontal velocity. (time) 
asymmetry against 
L 
showed that the shoreward motion 
takes a longer time on the flatter slope. Both the 
--_. _ 
actual magnitude of the maximum, bed velocity and 
the asymmetry of the velocity field are very 
important in sediment movement under wave action, the'l 
former being associated with initial grain motion, 
and the latter with the extent of the motion. 
The results of each of the two horizontal 
velocity asymmetries were plotted against each of the 
three main types of wave shape asymmetry. All the 
graphs showed that the resulting velocity asymmetry 
is very closely associated with the wave asymmetry. ' 
Expressions for the wave horizontal asymmetry and the 
horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry were 
established on the basis of existing wave theory. 
The effect of eliminating the backwash on the -- 
velocity studies was also investigated. It was found 
that the absolute values of the magnitude of the 
velocities decreased but the horizontal velocity 
(magnitude) asymmetry was found to be higher than 
under backwash conditions. The elimination of 
backwash had an effect equivalent to the lowering of 
the beach slope. The velocity asymmetry produced 
when the backwash was eliminated also showed close 
association with the wave'asymmetry under the same 
conditions, ýlending more weight to the earlier 
statement that the resulting velocity asymmetry is 
closely associated'withýthe wave asymmetry. '', 
All the experiments, with and without backwash,! i' 
gave quantitative confirmation of the observation-, 
that as the waves progress into shallower water, the 
wave asymmetry and the resulting velocity asymmetry 
increase up to the break-point. 
fi 
CHAPTER 6 
'. ýr 
t 
MECHANICS OF SEDIMENT MOVEMENT UNDER THE 
ACTION OF WAVES 
6.1 Introduction 
The understanding of the mechanics of the movement 
of sediment is of paramount importance in the success of 
many if not all coastal projects. Further, it is well 
recognised that waves play a major role in the coastal 
sediment movement which is reflected in the accretion 
or erosion of the coast, but as yet too little is known 
about the mechanics of this movement. The author 
considers that investigations of the flow structure very 
close to the bed should eventually provide a quantitative 
basis for evaluating the accretion and depletion of 
sediment under wave action. 
The existence of differential velocities at the 
bottom under oscillatory waves was discussed in the last, 
chapter. Later in this chapter, the use of the time 
history of the velocity curve as a criterion for 
predicting the onshore-offshore sediment motion is 
discussed. 
Two main types of sediment movement are well 
recognised on the coast; the longshore movement and the 
yl 
onshore-offshore movement. The: main'; interest. in this 
thesis is in connection with the onshore-offshore 
sediment movement. A review of previous work on the 
mechanics of sediment movement under wave action is 
given below: 
0 
6.2.1 Review of Previous Work 
In view of the widely divergent nature of 
previous studies in this field, representative works 
have been chosen. 
In an investigation of California beaches Grant(h1) 
remarked that the large variation in the amount of sand 
on a beach and on the adjacent shallow sea floor 
appeared to be directly related to the magnitude and 
type of wave action. For instance, ground swells 
approaching a beach would reach a position where the 
water particle orbital motion at the bottom was of 
sufficient velocity to shift the sediment 
If the forward motion is more rapid than the reverse 
movement, then some particles may be of just the 
proper size and weight to be moved shoreward by the 
high velocity in that direction but not shifted back 
again by the slower reverse flow. Commenting on 
very large particles and very small ones he concluded 
that some large particles may not move at- all, while 
_. 18? 
very small ones may move in both directions. - Grant 
considered that large waves would transport larger°-i, i, 
particles to the beach from the adjacent sea floor 
than small waves. The author considers that in 
fact, it is not simply the absolute magnitude of the 
orbital velocity in the shoreward direction that 
governs the mode of motion of the sediment but the 
velocity asymmetry of the orbital velocity field. 
This includes both the velocity magnitude asymmetry, 
and the velocity time asymmetry. 
Grant remarked on a very detailed experiment 
carried out by La Fond(25) and also some of the work 
of the Beach Erosion Board(3935). La Fond(25) 
described the changing profile of the beach at the 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography California in 
relation to the variations in wave size and type. 
Lafond's observations were quantitative and included 
such items as tides, variation in mean sea level, and 
longshore currents. Summarizing part of Lafond's 
results bearing on wave action, he found that high 
waves having maximum. height of between seven and twelve 
feet caused a considerable removal of sand from the 
beach and the adjacent sea floor to a depth of about 
ten feet below mean sea level, the removed sand being 
Wl 
deposited in most cases on the sea floor between depthaof 
ten and eighteen feet. On the other hand Lafond"; 
recorded smaller waves having a height of between,. two 
and a half to three feet that caused deposition of 
sand from a depth of about twelve to fourteen feet 
below mean sea level shoreward to a region including 
the beach and a height of three or four feet above 
sea level. He found a narrow zone of non-deposition, 
where the waves were breaking. 
Grant noted the importance of rip currents as a 
factor in the offshore transportation of sediment. 
He remarked that the onshore movement of sea floor 
sediment, if not counteracted by some form of removal 
from the beach and adjacent sea floor would produce 
continuous progradation. The rip currents and other; 
onshore systems do play a large part in the removal 
of sediment from the beach and the adjacent offshore 
zone. 
In a study of the relative rates of movement of 
different sizes of beach pebble carried out by the 
Hydraulics Research Station, two field experiments 
were conducted, the first at a site north of Deal, ý'. 
Kent, and the second at Rye. The aim was to 
gain a better understanding of the movement of pebbles" 
. lk, 
ý 
bearing in mind that the major problems in, coastal 
engineering, and many physiographic problems, 
originate from the mobility of sediment on the sea floor 
in the vicinity of coast lines, Jolliffe(18). The work 
related to longshore movement, but a very strikilig"*, '' 
feature of the results obtained was the differential 
movement according to particle size. The larger 
pebbles moved at a different speed and sometimes 
even in a different direction from that of the smaller 
pebbles. An increase in wave height on breaking, and 
therefore a corresponding increase in the amount 
of energy available at the shoreline, accentuated the 
differences in the movement : pof the large and small 
particles. 
A comprehensive survey of coastal processes in 
connection with sediment movement was made by 
Silvester(45), he included such things as storm, 
swell, onshore zone, offshore zone, wind, tides, 
littoral drift, water elevation, meteorological 
effects, groynes and estuaries. He noted in 
particular the selective sorting of beach materials 
by wave action as a result of rapid forward motion 
of the water and a slower backward motion. 
The work of wells(53) included single wave trains 
a small ensemble of wave trains, and random wave trains. 
------------ 
The purpose was to study the probability density 
distribution and a measure of its asymmetry for they r 
e 
horizontal water velocity in shallow water resulting 
from these wave trains. The skewness which was used 
as a measure of asymmetry was defined as the third 
moment of the water velocity divided by the second 
moment raised to the three. halves power, 
4.3 ( 
Pz 
The study was made by means of an electrical analogue 
model. In addition some hydraulic measurements were 
performed in a shallow water flume at the Delft 
Hydraulic Laboratory. There is some doubt as to 
whether the rather large spheres used for flow 
visualisation gave meaningful results. 
The following assumptions were made: - 
1. In the mathematical model, the first two terms of 
the single water wave equation due to Stokes were 
used. It was assumed that the waves were in 
water shallow enough to generate an appreciable 
horizontal asymmetrical component of water 
velocity on the bed. 
2. The effects of breakers, and littoral and rip 
currents were not studied. 
3. Distortion of the waves by wind, or horizontal 
distortion due to shoaling and breaking was 
neglected. 
19 7111-- 
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- From his mathematical model he'concluded 
a) Since the position'of the maxima of the 
probability density distribution moved towards 
zero as the number of waves increased this 
suggested that the heavy particles have a greater 
chance of being moved by one wave train than_ 
by more than one wave train. 
b) If the orbital velocity U=A cas ZrrX t 
ßcos 4nrXýý 
then for one, two, three and four waves which 
are identical in A'and B, heavy particles are 
less frequently moved as the number of waves 
increases. 
c) Sorting of the sediments will not undergo such' 
a marked change for-further superposition of 
additional of waves above four in number, 
compared to the cases for one to four superimposed- 
waves. 
On the strength of the last. statement Wells 
therefore, considered that to simulate the effects 
of, the statistical characteristics, of the, time 
varying water velocity of random wave trains, and their 
effect on sediment movement and sorting, not less -that? "~ 
four. simultaneously programmed wave trains should be -.  
, used. .. p, 
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Scott (44) conducted a laboratory investigation 
of sand movement and included a study on ripples. .., 
On the observation of the individual ripples he 
found that in shallow water the ripple velocity is 
high along the upper parts of the profile, and as the 
crest of the wave passed, the surface layer of sand 
moved up the back slope of the ripple and over the 
crest and then slumped down the foreslope. He 
observed that much more sand is moved to the forward 
face of the ripple during the passage of the wave 
crest than is carried seaward in suspension during 
the passage of the trough, hence the crest of the 
ripple advances a small amount with the passage of 
each wave. 
In order to study the subject more fully Scott 
took measurements of the water particle velocity by 
a series of motion pictures as commented in the 
last chapter. The pictures were then analysed, the 
velocity obtained was the running average of the 
velocity over a given distance, and not the time 
history of the velocity at a particular location. 
Scott found that the velocities and accelerations of 
the water motion are higher in the shoreward direction 
than in the seaward direction. Moving farther offshore, 
he found the shoreward and seaward velocities and 
193 
accelerations become more nearly 'equal. He found 
that the velocity of ripple movement seemed to be 
dependent upon the ratios of water particle velocity 
or acceleration shoreward, to velocity or acceleration 
seaward, and the shape of the ripples developed along 
the sandy bottom varied with the speed with which the 
ripples moved; faster moving ripples being more skewed 
than the slower moving ones. Scott also observed that 
the sand in the ripples in shallower water was coarser 
than the undisturbed sand immediately under the 
ripples and the ripple lengths had a direct relationship 
with the horizontal amplitude of orbital water motion 
as previously noted by Bagnold. On general 
(2) 
movement of sediments Scott found that there was a 
tendency for'the coarser grains to move shoreward and 
for the finer grains to move seaward, and the size 
of the sand found at any point was generally related 
to the horizontal amplitudes of orbital water motion. 
Manohar(32) made an analytical and experimental 
study of the mechanics of sediment movement in 
relatively deep water. He carried out his work by 
making the bed oscillate harmonically in still water. 
In his analysis, Manohar(32) considered the motion 
as taking place within the boundary layer and expressed 
the thickness of the boundary layer S (ft. ) as of the 
order of -_n 
2.6 yT (6.1) ' 
where v= kinematic viscosity of fluid (ft2/sec) 
and T= wave period (seconds). Taking the 
value of v as 1.41 x 10-5 ft2/sec , the thickness 
of the boundary layer in the work reported in this 
thesis using equation (6.1) is 1.05 x 10-2 inches 
(0.27 mm). 
For transition from a laminar to a turbulent 
boundary layer, Manohar distinguished three types 
of flow over oscillating rough surfaces as follows: - 
1) ä »> £ 
2) S >> £ 
3) >£ 
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where £ is the height of elements of roughness (ft. ). 
In the case where S >>7 E the presence of elements 
of roughness has no effect on the flow, and so although 
small finite disturbances are created in the neighbour- 
hood of the elements, the bottom acts as if it were 
smooth. By considering the thickness of the boundary 
layer as the length scale, and ccb as the 
characteristic velocity, the Reynolds number at 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow can be defined!, ' 
as 
RS Uv 
or substituting from equation (6.1) 
..; 
ýý, 
ý. rýýý', P l, £, ýs 
r, 
Y 
VAl 
i 
N-ý4 
RS = Constant. cJ'1s aI 
'_'v): -' (6.2) 
where Qb=H 
2 Sinh 2rrd 
L 
and Ute, Wab 
I" 
'. 
E'ýý 
ýý 
1$ 
ýý G, i. l 
ý, 
In the second case, where the thickness of the 
laminar boundary layer is much larger than the height 
of the element of roughness, i. e. 9»E, the 
critical Reynold's number at transition from 
laminar to turbulent motion was expressed as 
RE = U' °b E""" (6.3) 
For the third case, where the thickness of the 
laminar boundary layer is slightly larger than the 
height of the elements of roughness i. e. S) E, 
the critical Reynold's Number at transition from 
laminar to turbulent motion was expressed as: 
R4(, ) wavE... (6.4) 
f(f) being a function of the nature and dimension 
of the roughness. 
Motion of Sediment in a laminar boundary layer 
The The notion within the laminar boundary, layer is`'ý 
normally assumed to be very approximately a uniform'' 
, 
'.. 
, ,.. 
shearing flow, and Manohar assumed that similar 
conditions and forces exist in the case of a carefullyl 
smoothed bed consisting of grains whose sizes are very 
small compared to the thickness of the boundary layer. 
He considered that two types of motion of grains will 
precede the formation of bed irregularities such as 
ripples, namely (a) Initial movement and (b) General 
movement. 
Initial Movement 
The basic consideration is that there is a 
minimum fluid force that will set the sediment in 
motion. The forces acting are the gravity force which 
acts to keep the sediment particle in its resting 
position and the horizontal drag exerted by the moving 
fluid acting tangentially to the surface, the lift 
force being negligible. Hence the tangential force Fa` 
required to move a sediment particle subjected to such 
forces must exceed the value 
FD _« A2 fps () 3 D3 tarv """ (6.5) 
where (p -(f)= effective density of sediment particle , 
3= acceleration due to gravity 
-- ---L 
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Y] = diameter. of sediment particle 
8 angle of repose of submerged sediment particle 
a constant depending upon the point, of'"'action` 
of the drag, force -"; 
A2. 
= constant of grain volume. 
Therefore, the critical drag force per unit area at 
initial movement of particles is 
'Cc. - of Cp At 
(%s 
'rf)9Dton $"" (6.6) 
where Cp is the packing coefficient expressing the 
closeness of packing of the grains and is defined as- DZ 
times the number of, grains per unit area. 
Equation (6.6) can be written as 
9D tat, 
"C6. ß) . 
where p= Cp A2 
On the other hand, the critical drag force can also 
be obtained from the flow velocity distribution in 
the boundary layer as given by 
u_w Clb e Sin 
(wt 
-P Y) (6.8) 
where ß_j and y the co-ordinate in the vertical 
direction. 
+"3" 
The shear stress at the bed is'given by 
1 
dy 7.0 
So from equations (6.8) and (6.9) the maximum shear 
stress is 
max (6.10) 
From equations (6 . 7) and (6.10), the stage of initial 
movement is given by 
fJ, w3'&Qb ýcP(ý°s- {)9Dtan@ . (6.11) 
oc Ps 9Dtan 
& 
2/ 
tic 
ab /°f 9k... (6.12)' 
Thus equation (6.12) defines the angular velocity 
necessary to start the initial movement. This 
expression does not correspond very closely with that 
due to Bagnold given in equation (6.30), which has 
the support of an analytical approach subsequently made 
by G. I. Taylor. 
General Movement 
Man har defined the general movement as the 
`'ý-- movement of the entire top layer of grains before the 
x. 99 
. 
forrmation'i of ripples, and thus the critical velocity 
at general movement is, less than that for the ' formation ,Wy 
of ripples but greater than the critical velocity for 
initial movement. 
General movement ensures when the drag:; force as 
acting tangentially to the surface, exceeds the 
frictional resistance of the bed material. Obviously 
in the case of general movement, the movement of the`,., ` 4 
bed material is more intense and t4p is greater than 
for initial movement. Thus Manohar considered 
that if etp in equation (6.12) is given a higher 
value then the same equation provides the criterion 
for defining the critical angular velocity. 
Motion of sediment in a turbulent boundary layer. , 
In the consideration of motion of sediment in a 
turbulent boundary layer, the lift force is of great. '` 
significance, as the sediment particles have a tendency 
to be lifted upward, and the drag is quite small. Thus 
the lift force acting vertically upward through the 
centre of gravity of the sediment can be expressed as 
CL (Z 
where FL. = lift force (lbf) 
CL = coefficient of lift 
ýw 
i- 
Al = constant of area of grain 
U= velocity of flow at sediment level 
D= size of grain ýIIr 
since CL is a function of Reynolds'O number 
equation (6.13) can be written 
FL = X, 
()p A, 137'U' 
... (6.14) 
The drag force Fn can be expressed as 
FD 
- 
Craft 2 A. DZ 
06.15) 
and as CD is a function of Reynolds'. number, 
equation (6.15) can be written 
Fa = X2 (9)P; 
A, DZ u2 
. (6.16) 
Manohar further assumed that the resistance to particle 
movement is proportional to the weight of the immersed 
sediment particle, and so we have 
ws = (is /°f) 9 AZ n .. (6. ý7) 
where We is the weight of sediment particle (lbf) 
Ai is constant of grain volume. 
For initial movement, the moments of the drag force F, n 
and the lift force FL just overcome the counter 
moment due to the weight of the immersed sediment 
particles, and so by taking moment about the point 
20011, 
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of support of particle on the bed and further assuming 
that CD is constant as it varies only slightly with: ' 
Reynoldso number in transitional and turbulent flow, l ý, 
Manohar finally obtained 
t 
Ai (f DU=EC, + x, 
(D) 
= A2 
(PS 
-%)9D 
ZDA (rs -rfý9D3 V (6.1a) 
and so for initial movement 
At Pf DZ UZ 7, 
( VD) 
Az (is -if) 9 D3 
The left hand side of the last expression can be 
expressed as a dimensionless function as 
UZ U13 
"" (6.19) 
and the velocity distribution in turbulent flow above, 
the oscillating bed is of the form 
uw QI* 
y 
gin 
Cwt 
-P y (6.20) 
where 18 ý_ 
F2E 
and from this ýý can be written as 
CA) 
2 'Z fa (cA' 
v6 
l) 
(6.21) 
[_((sr)fl 
Thus initial movement will be is -function 'of the 
dimensionless function 
The function 4), can be modified to yield the criterion., 
for general movement as follows 
ZQ62 
T( 
... (6.22) 
From the exFerimental results of Manohar(321 and 
Huon Li(13) it was found that the bed would be 
hydraulically smooth if 
4 -, -30 and the transition 
to turbulence is independent of £ and is given by 
yz RS =w Qb _ 400 y f'i 
when 30 > S. > 18.5, transition from laminar to 
turbulent flow is given by 
Rs = cýcab E_ 104 
while a rough boundary exists when 
EL 18.5 and the 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow is given by ' 
R ft) = ___ 
WQJ' E=1.78 x 10 4 
where f(s) =E °'2 
Mai1har found that in the case when the boundary layer- 
was laminar, the motion was well predicted by eq. (6.12) 
with ýP = 0.063 for initial movement and °p = 0.077 
for general movement. For the initial and general 
movement of sediment in turbulent boundary layer, 
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Manohar noted that the dimensionless function.. 
eq. (6.21) written in the form 
_ 
Qý 
0.4 
W6 r4 
904vo. ZB 02 . , (6.23) 
'' 
L(t3t)°4 
governs the motion. From the experimental results 
Manohar found qj, to be equal to 7.45 at initial 
movement and C, 
ý 
= 8.20 at general movement. 
Valembois(15) extrapolated the experimental 
results of Huon Li(13) which involved using an 
oscillating plate as used by Manohar. Valembois 
remarked that it is possible to have both laminar and 
turbulent boundary layers in nature under natural 
waves of period between 4 and 20 seconds; but that it 
would be difficult to attain turbulent boundary layers 
in hydraulic models with periods of the order of 1 
second. A natural seiche will nearly always be 
turbulent near the bed, and in the case of tides, it 
is almost impossible for a laminar boundary layer to 
develop and remain stable. 
However, Vincent(52) with a view to explaining 
the mechanics of sediment transport in the open sea, 
concluded that the results given by Huon Li regarding 
the onset of turbulence within the oscillatory boundary 
layer overestimate the range of laminar conditions. 
More discussion on the work of Vincent will be given 
later. 
The above discussion of the work of Manohar has 
been related to the mechanics of sediment movement in 
fairly deep water. In the consideration of sediment 
movement in shallow water under the action of waves 
Manohar(32) used the oscillating plate as used in his 
study dealing with sediment movement in deep water. 
He obtained the differential velocities, known to be 
associated with shallow water waves as discussed in, 
Chapter 5, by such an arrangement that the speed of the 
drive unit was changed every half revolution. The 
velocity of movement of the plate at different instances 
during its forward and backward motion was obtained 
by means of the oscillograph recorder. Measurements 
of the velocity of'"the ripple movement and the Tates' 
of transport of sediment in the direction of the forward 
velocity were made. He noted that increase in the 
204 
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velocity of oscillation up to a certain critical velocity 
resulted in an increase in the height and length of the'' 
ripples, Further increase in velocity after that stage 
resulted in decrease in height and increase in length 
of the ripples until they finally disappeared. The 
velocity of movement of the ripples was found to 
increase with increase in the forward velocity of the 
plate, but after the disappearance of the ripples the., 
transportation was in a state of suspension close 
-- 
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to the bed, moving in the direction of the forward , ". 
velocity. 
On the rate of transport of sediment, he found 
that the following expressions satisfied his 
experimental results: 
G=2.50 x 10-11 6.90 ... (6.24) 
and 
Ur 9.42 x 10-9 (pý' 
4.60 (6.25) 
where 
4 WBQba ilj 
(Ps _ý)°. 
4 
Qß. 4 vo2 ýoZ ill 
Wßp'b is the maximum velocity towards the beach 
G is the rate of transport'of sediment (dry weight 
in lbf/sec/ft. ) and Ur is the velocity of ripple 
movement (ft/sec). Manohar(32) concluded that in shallow 
water, sediment motion seems to be taking place: in 
a fictitious horizontal layer along the bed of a 
thickness 
y3 
G""" (6.26) 
where W, is the unit weight of sediment. 
It is doubtful whether the oscillating bed as 
used by Huon Li(13) Bagnold(2) and Kanobar 
(32) 
can in 
all circumstances reproduce satisfactorily the properties 
of a progressive wave, especially the shallow water wave. 
206 
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It is therefore not very surprising that, when`Manohar 
compared his experimental results, supposed tobe for, 
shallow water, with theory, -the results agreed more 
with the oscillatory wave theory than the solitary 
wave theory. 
Manohar filially remarked that when differential 
velocities exist at the bottom, the rate of sediment 
movement and velocity of ripple movement are related 
to the greater of the two. velocities of oscillation. 
Thus he considers that a knQwledge of the maximum 
velocity of oscillation is sufficient to determine the 
rate of sediment movement. The author does not share 
ýý ..... 
that view, and considers that the absolute magnitude 
of the maximum velocity is merely a criterion for 
whether the sediment will ever move at all throughout 
the whole wave cycle. A more detailed discussion is 
4., 
given later on in this chapter, but it could still be - 
said here too, that if the-absolute magnitude of the, 
maximum water particle velocity is greater than the 
threshold velocity for a sediment, the sediment will 
move, and once the sediment starts to move the 
velocity asymmetry becomes the governing factor 
determining how far onshore or offshoreit will move. 
Eagleson and Dean(9) examined the mechanics of 
sediment movement by dividing the observed motion 
Ime 
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into two ' 
classifications 
which they called-the 
incipient sediment motion and the established sediment- 
motion. The two classifications are. fairly similar 
to the terms initial movement and general movement of 
Manohar(32) but their approaches are quite different. 
Eagleson and Dean remarked that on natural 
beaches the median sediment size is distributed from 
coarse to fine in the offshore direction, and under 
the assumption that the median remaining size is 
indicated by the size that can be maintained in 
oscillating equilibrium at the point they derived the 
relationship 
D sin -< - 
7460 x -G ()(i) Sinh 2 tad " «6.27 
L 
where 
Be is the sand sediment diameter as determined 
from the oscillating equilibrium criterion. 
a is the angle the beach makes with the 
horizontal in radians, 
Fro 
W= angular frequency rad/sec., .. 
a kinematic viscosity of fluid ft2/ sec or cm2/sec.. 
Eagleson and Dean then commented that if on the other, 
, hand, the sediment size satisfying the condition 
for 
oscillating-equilibrium at all locations cannot be 
: '" moved by.. the maximum local fluid velocity, then the 
U 
median remaining size will be governed by incipient 
motion conditions. For this condition they derived 
the relationship 
Di Sin (a ± cia) = 8.0 x IO-6 
1r 
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.. (6.28) 
where Di is the sand sediment diameter as determined 
from the "incipient" criterion. 
Also 
62 si nh 2 trd 
In conclusion, Eagleson and Dean considered it rather 
difficult to say with assurance which mechanism 
controls the natural beach configuration. 
Goddet(10) approached the study by assuming that 
the beginning of movement takes place at a constant 
ratio of particle weight Ws to drag force F. . He 
defined the drag coefficient as a function of the 
Reynolds Number (v), and as proportional to 
(Ä) 
_v 
for laminar conditions, (ýd) 
y2 
for transition 
conditions and to a constant value for turbulent flow. 
Goddet's experiments corresponded to transition 
conditions, and his critical velocity of oscillatory 
motion Uc is given as 
y4 T 3/g º c j. s und: "r " (5.29) 
h4ý 
where /, is the ratio of apparent density 
s density of sediment P. 
pf density of fluid 
T wave period 
D grain diameter 
Bagnold(2) conducted an investigation into the 
mechanics of sediment movement, and as previously 
remarked he made the bed oscillate harmonically in 
still water. Bagnold in his studyrnoted a complete 
absence of turbulence even down to a distance of about 
one grain diameter. He obtained an expression 
relating the critical angular speed for initial - 
sediment movement to the grain and fluid characteristics. 
, i. e. 
CU 21.5 f -0-775 /0, n 
0-5» a325 
... (6.30) 
where r is the semi amplitude of oscillation. 
In an appendix to the paper of Bagnold(2), G. I. Taylor 
followed up the work of Bagnold with a theoretical 
analysis, and produced a general expression as follows: 
Ccý r3 lý D 
4/3 
x9 D3 
where 
Taylor suggepted a particular form of i. e. 
which he considered nearly coincides with Bagnold's 
empirical relation, this however gives: 
CA) Constant 
67 t 0.45 p r ý' 11 "" . (6.32) 
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To obtain the indices. which most nearly coincide 
with Bagnold's, Taylor should have assumed ON 
and equation (6.31) becomes 
W Constant r'ýj P, 
O . SS D 
o. 33 
. 
(6.33) 
The expression which gives the critical condition 
for initial movement on the basis of angular 
velocity can be written in the general form 
to consfanf r °`` /o' 
°`2 11 4K3 ... (6.34) 
This expression can be used to draw a useful 
comparison between the results obtained by Goddet, 
Bagnold and Taylor. The values of a, ,«z and as 
in eq. (6.34) applicable to these authors are as 
follows: 
G. I. Taylor(2)(1946) 
R. A. Bagnold(2)(1946) 
J. Goddet(1o)(1960) 
oci , e2 cC3 
- 0.67 + 0.55 +0.33 <. 
- 0.75 ,+0.50 +0.325 
- 0.73 + 0.48 '+0.18 
-- --.,.. .. 
ter . H. i. r... 'KSfi ý. 
i. 
" 
. fy. - __ 
... a . r. ß. Ä : 'Mräl! 
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(52) Vincent made a very extensive study of. the;;, 
mechanics of sediment movement under wave action: ` He ! .. 
remarked that Huon Li's results in which an oscillating 
bed in still water was used, tended to exaggerate the, 4 
relative importance of the laminar regime compared 
to the conditions actually produced when the oscillatory' Rj 
boundary layer is formed by waves progressing over a 
stationary bed. He considers that within the body 
of the fluid, waves are either generally laminar 
or slightly turbulent, but that they are more often 
turbulent in the immediate vicinity of the bed. 
Considering the evolution of movement in the 
immediate vicinity of the bed from the appearance 
of the laminar boundary layer to the instant at 
which well defined solid transport appears, Vincent 
observed the following phenomena. 
1) Development of the oscillatory laminar boundary layer. 
2) Appearance of turbulence in the boundary layer. 
3) Onset of grain movement. 
4) General grain movement. 
5) Appearance of ripples. 
6) Slow progression of turbulence towards the fluid mass, 
i. e. from the bed towards the surface. 
212 
'' 7) Signs of transport in suspension in the lower 
part of the fluid mass, and in the opposite 
direction tb that of wave propagation. 
8) Lengthening and gradual disappearance of ripples. 
Vincent tried to obtain a relationship between 
the maximum orbital velocity Vm, corresponding to 
initial grain movement, the fall velocity W and 
diameter of sediment D. He found that at low 
the relationship assumes the form 
Vm constant . 
W-n (6.35) 
but at high 
" i_ constant- (6.36) w ". 
These results compare very well with Valembois'(51) 
comments on the results obtained by Larras(28) 
Vincent further found that the critical velocity 
of fluid particles in the immediate vicinity of the 
bed at the onset of movement of grains of a given 
material under wave action is "clearly practically 
constant". 
Vincent found the critical velocities at the 
onset of movement for sand of various grain sizes, 
two grades of granulated pumice, and pollopas ýro 
ji4yad 213 
(granulated plastic) their specific gravities being 
2.65,1.38 and 1.46 respectively. The results for 
six of the seven grains are set out in the table 
below 
Sediment D cm /°s 
U4 (52) 
after Vincent 
(52) 
(1958) 
U6 from 
expression 
eq. 6.29 
Sand no. 1 0.063 2.6 28.5 cm/s 22 cm/s 
Sand no. 2 0.046 2.6 20.5 cm/s 20.3 cm/s_" 
Sand no. 3 0.024 2.6 16.5 cm/s 17.3 cm/'s' 
Pumice No. 1 0.160 1.3 11.0 cm/s 10.44 cm/ 
Pumice No. 2 0.120 1.3 8.5 cm/s 9.7 cn/s? 
Pollopas 0.039 1.4 7.0 cm/s 8.3 cm/s-" 
The author has compared the experimental results of 
Vincent for the values of Uc with the expression of' 
Goddet eq. (6.29). The critical velocities on the , 
'" 
basis of equation (6.29) are shown in the last 
column above, and give fairly good agreement with the,..,, 
experimental values of Vincent. - 
Equation (6.29) is used in this thesis in the 
section below on the use of the time history of the 
velocity curve as a criterion for predicting sediment. 
motion. Vincent finally commented that a knowledge" 
of the considerable exchange of solid materials at the ~, `' , 
bed is of great value when seeking a better understanding 
{ 
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, 
of the movements of solids on a beach profile. 
6.2.2. Comments on Previous Work 
The work of Wells related to the 
asymmetrical distribution of particle velocities under 
the action of composite wave trains. The relevance 
here is that he considers that simple wave trains 
produce higher velocities and greater sediment 
transport than are produced by composite waves. On 
the other hand Well's work excluded waves of 
asymmetrical shape. 
Scott's observations on velocity asymmetry 
although related to those made by the author are of 
a "Lagrangian" nature, whereas the present series 
involved measurements at a point . So far as 
initial 
sediment movement is concerned it is the time history 
of the velocity over a given grain which determines 
its movement. 
IManohar's work, which is related to previous 
investigations by Huon Li and Bagnold draws 
attention to the importance of the boundary layer 
thickness. This does seem to be a significant factory 
for the criteria for first movement of sand particles 
by Valembois, Vincent and Goddet, also take account 
of the relative magnitude of the grain diameter and. 
2 15 
boundary layer thickness. The interpretation of the 
author's velocity measurements in terms of sediment 
movement is made for grain sizes which are 
greater than the boundary layer thickness. 
designed to enable a consistent comparison 
In addition, the velocities used are those 
close to the boundary but outside the bouni 
The emphasis, both for unidirectional 
equal to or 
This is 
to be made. 
measured 
lacy layer. 
"p 
flow 
conditions and for oscillatory flow, has up. to the 
present been placed on mean linear or angular 
velocities. A study on the relationship between 
turbulence and sediment movement, should throw more 
light on the relative importance of the stability of 
the main flow and the effect of grain roughness, on the 
velocities close to the grains. Mean flow parameters 
may still prove to be a useful guide to the stresses 
at the bed, but may need a new interpretatiön. 
Summarising the works of Bagnold Taylor and Goddet 
the average of the values of ul al, and °; in " 
r equation (6.34) namely: (coast) 
°`' °`L a3 
are 
0ý' J -0.72 
+0.51 
ßc3= +0.28 .$ 
ýý 
ýý' 
"r 
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asymmetry was found to increase with decreasing 
d/L 
up to and including the break-point. 
6.3 Use'of the Velocity-time Curve as'a Criterion 
for predicting Sediment Motion 
As noted in the last chapter, the velocity 
In the illustration below, use has been made of 
the expression of Goddet eq. (6.29) for the values 
of the critical velocity for initial movement of 
sediments. The critical velocities and diameter of the -, 
grains are shown in fig. 6.1 and are given the 
numbering system by which they are represented in 
fig. 6.1 - 6.9. 
To use the graphs (fig. 6.1 - 6.9) a line is 
drawn parallel to the time axis at a value of 
velocity equal to the Uc for the particular sediment 
under consideration. This is done on both the onshore 
motion and offshore motion sides of the velocity curve. - 
The total area enclosed between the horizontal line 
parallel to the time axis and the part of the curve 
with values of velocities above the Uc is then 
measured for both the onshore motion and offshore 
motion sides of the curve. For instance in Fig. 6.1 
for Pumice Da0.28 cm, Uc= 5.32 ins/s and, 
denoted by iii, on the onshore side, the, areä in 
question will be the total area enclosed by the line 
ý.. f 
ýr 
. _. 
i. 
.... _ ...... _. 
ý.. 
u.. aNH-IOJ 
ý" ý 
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marked iii and the upper part of the curve, and on 
the offshore side, the total area enclosed by the 
line marked iii and the remaining part of the curve in 
the direction of increasing value of offshore velocity 
which ever of the areas on the onshore or offshore 
side is greater indicates the direction of the net 
sediment movement. 
Thus fig. 6.1 indicates that at that particular 
position which happens to be the break-point all the 
sediments i to iv would move onshore. The values with 
the units of sq. in5 in the figures are the values of 
the areas enclosed. On the other hand sediments v and 
vi will move offshore. The value of velocity for which 
the areas enclosed on the onshore and the offshore 
sides of the curve are equal, gives the critical 
velocity for the null point. i. e. the velocity relating 
to a sediment that will be in oscillating equilibrium at 
the point where the time history of the velocity curve 
is measured. The critical velocity for the null point 
on figure 6.1 is found to be 3.35 ins/s and using the 
expression in eq. (6.29) the diameter for the null 
point for fig. 6.1 is found to be Pumice D=0.044 cm. 
The graphs on Fig. 6.2 is the velocity field for 
a position seaward of the breaker point, and similarly. 
Fig. 6.3 is the velocity field seaward of fig. 6.2 and 
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so on up, to fig. 6.9. For the velocity fields in 
fig. 6.2, fig. 6.3 and fig. 6.4 Pumice (i) D=4.4,; cm. 
would not move at all as the magnitude of the maximum bed.: 
aF`j 
velocity in the respective places is less than the. 
threshold velocity for the scdimtnt. Fig. 6.2 indicates that 
all the other sediments (ii) to (vi) would move shoreward.... 
It is important to note. here that sediments v and vi"which 
were moving offshore in the position-indicated by 
fig. 6.1 are now moving onshore in the position indicated. ýä.. 
by fig. 6.2, thus the null points for sediments v and. vi' 
lie somewhere between the positions indicated by 
figures 6.1 and 6.2. It could therefore be said that 
shoreward of the null point for a particular sediment, the 
sediment will be moving seaward, on the other hand i`_' 
seaward of the null point for the sediment, it will 
If - 
be moving shoreward. Thus for the onshore-offshore 
movement, a sediment if able to move will always move 
in such a way as to be constantly heading towards its 
ix 
null point. As was commented previously sediment (1)-T 
will move shoreward while in the position indicated Ißä: ' 
by fig. 6.1, and will not move at all while in the 
position indicated by fig. 6.2. All that is 
happening is that the null point for sediment (i). is 4.: 
not seaward of the breakpoint i. e. fig. 6.1, and, so as 
the sediment is able to move in the position'indicated 
ý- ý ý: 
i7a ä 
y(ý . 
3711y4,. ,, x .. 
P27 . 
ý 
" 
wý 
6ý .. r, z' . 
ýi. 
s, yw 
at the break-point, it moves shoreward as if its null 
point were still further ahead. However. the 
sediments on the shore are eventually swept back to 
the sea by the backwash, wind etc. and the attempt to 
seek the null point begins all over again. The null 
point for the velocity field in fig. 6.2 would apply 
to a Pumice Dh 0.029cm. 
228 
ýr` J 
For the position indicated in figures 6.3,6.4 and 
6.5 all the sediments ii to vi move shoreward. And 
for positions indicated by figures 6.6 and 6.7 sediments 
i and ii will not move at all, while sediments (iii) 
to (vi) will move shoreward. As indicated by figures 6.8 
and 6.9 sediments (i), (ii) and (iii) will not move at- 
all in these positions, they have found themselves in a-k, -. 
relatively weak velocity field, whereas sediments iv,. v 
and vi will move shoreward. 
6.4 Conclusions 
It can be seen from the above discussion that a 
great deal of sorting is likely to take place in the - 
breaker zone as a result of the asymmetry of the 
velocity fields in this region. The absolute values 
of-the maximum bed velocities may be considered tobe 
of extreme importance in determining whether there will 
eb 
a. . yý 
t 
ýý, 
ý_. 
"b 
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be, sediment movement at all i. e. initial movement. 
Once the initial movement starts, further movement 
is influenced by the asymmetry of the velocity 
fields. 
On this basis it may be concluded that there will 
always be a sediment type for which the net transport, 
will be zero at any particular point, or 
conversely, for any position in shallow water there 
will always be, for any resulting velocity field at 
the bed, a size of sediment having that position as 
its null point. Shoreward of this null point the 
material is moving seaward and seaward of the point 
it is moving shoreward. Thus the largest materials 
moved, which have not reached their null point 
anywhere seaward of the break-point will continue 
to be transported shoreward. Each sediment if able 
to move is"thus seeking its own null point. If the 
conditions of the wave, tide, wind etc. remain 
fairly constant for some time, then each sediment 
might eventually-! reach its null point, and the--r ,.., 
sediment sizes would then be in oscillating 
equilibrium with the water motion at every point, 
and no net transport would occur. This is the 
conditions usually referred to as the equilibrium-= 
condition. Thus the tendency for the sediments to 
maintain their null points governs the attainment 
230 
of the equilibrium profile of the shore, such a 
condition would however be only transitory, as 
conditions in nature rarely remain stable for very 
long. Although the variability of wave action, coupled 
with tidal variations in water level, and tidal and , 
wind generated currents, combine to obscure the 
single effect of asymmetry, nevertheless the 
established phenomena of sediment sorting provides 
the necessary evidence of the differential forces 
at work. 
From the work discussed in the last chapter on 
the effect of eliminating the backwash of . 
the wave 
on the resulting velocity fields, it was found that 
the velocity asymmetry increases when the backwash of" 
the wave is eliminated, although the absolute values 
of the magnitude of the water particle velocity de- 
creases. It may thus be inferred that some sediments 
which would move when backwash-, is present, might not 
move at all when there is no backwash. It also 
means that all sediments, large and small, which are ,` 
able to move in the velocity fields created when there 
is no backwash would be. subject to very rapid sorting, 
and those nearer the shore would in the absence ofrany 
return flow, move continuously shoreward. Sediments 
moved to the shoreline would be able to remain there 
231 
until 'moved ýaway by forces-other than the direct 
effect of the wave. Eliminating the backwash would 
in nature correspond to highly permeable beaches, so. 
offering an explanation for the exceptional stability 
of such beaches, and for the fact that the material is 
always packed closely against the shore. It may be 
t. »ý. concluded that elimination of the backwash would ýMyyý 
help to stabilize the coastline, whereas the presence 
of strong backwash for instance at the base of sea 
walls is likely to contribute to the erosion of the 
beach. The evidence in the previous chapter also 
explains why beaches flatten in order to achieve 
stability, since the velocity patterns for flat 
beaches resemble those which occur in the absence of 
back wash. 
This onshore-offshore sediment movement due to 
wave asymmetry can therefore be seen to be quite 
important. Whether or not material once eroded 
from the shore by storm action will eventually return 
to the beach is determined by the mechanics of this 
type of movement, providing the material has not been 
carried seaward in suspension into rapidly deepening 
water. 
On this picture one must eventually superimpose 
the effects produced by ripples. The variation in 
r 
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shear stress-over ripples and the convergent- 
divergent nature of the flow has not yet been 
evaluated for either unidirectional or oscillating. ' 
flow conditions. 
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CHAPTER 
FLOW IN THE ONSHORE ZONE 
7.1 Introduction 
As it was established from the work reported in 
previous chapters that the backwash had a remarkable 
effect on the wave and velocity asymmetries, it was 
then considered that a connection between the onshore 
and offshore asymmetries is very likely to exist. 
Only a preliminary examination of this possibility 
could be attempted in the time available. 
The effect of the phase-difference of uprush 
and backwash on the motion at the breaker position 
was therefore investigated. The phase difference 
was defined by Kemp 
(20,21) 
as the ratio of the time 
of uprush to the wave period. In the present work 
the incident wave characteristics were systematically. 
varied in order to obtain different breaker types, 
and the work was carried out on a beach slope of 
ý'. 
A review of ptevious work on the phase difference of ti ---i 
uprush and backwash of the wave is given below. 
7.2 Review of Previous Work. 
Kemp( 21) examined the importance of the 
phase difference in relation to the flow conditions 6 . 
and the beach profile characteristics. He remarked . 
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that although increase in wave height produced an 
increase in the distance from the breakpoint to limit 
of uprush, he found that initially the time of uprush 
remained constant at a value of approximately 0.3T 
even though the distance from the break-point to 
limit of uprush increased. He observed that the 
behaviour of the wave and the beach profile in the 
initial zone of constant phase-difference resembled 
the behaviour of a simple pendulum. An increase in 
amplitude of the incident wave produced an increase 
in the velocity of the wave surge, the beach crest 
retreated but the time of the surge remained constant. 
Kemp referred to the condition as the "surge condition". 
Kemp observed that as the distance from the break- 
point to limit of uprush increased a critical point was 
reached at which the phase difference ceased to be 
constant, and thereafter the phase difference increased 
with increase in wave height, consequently the time 
available for backwash before the next wave broke was 
reduced, thus the backwash was not completed before 
the next wave plunged. Kemp referred to this situation 
as the transition condition, characterised by some 
interchange between the water in the zone seaward 
of the breakers and the near shore zone. Kemp 
remarked that the instability of the flow pattern 
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under transition conditions resulted in lateral 
circulation which could explain the origin of beach 
cusps. 
As the time of uprush increased, Kemp noted 
that the partly oscillatory nature of the onwash and 
backwash with limited interchange of water through 
the breakers grhdually gave way to continuous flow 
into and out of the breakers, the continuous flow 
conditions becoming fully developed when the time 
of uprush was equal to the wave period. The bar 
profile then achieved full development. The flow 
conditions when the time of uprush was greater than 
the wave period were referred to as the "surf 
condition". He commented that cusps did not occur 
under surge or surf conditions. 
In a very recent study Plinston(40) remarked 
that surging conditions finally broke down at a phase 
difference of about 0.7 which was in the transition 
range described by Kemp. Plinston commented that 
when the breakers were surging, the asymmetry of 
the motion just offshore of the break-point defined 
as the ratio of the duration of forward motion to 
the wave period was the same as the phase difference; 
and in an attempt to reconcile the work with the 
solitary wave or Stokes' theory he concluded that 
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the phase difference could not be predicted satisfactorily 
by either the solitary wave or Stokes' theories. 
7.3 Experimental Study of the Effect of the Phase 
Difference of Uprush and Backwash on the Wave 
Motion at the Break-point. 
The duration of the shoreward motion and the 
seaward motion were made by velocity studies using the 
methods already described. The other measurements taken 
were the wave height at the breaker position, the time 
of uprush, and the wave height in the horizontal section 
of the channel i-n order to obtain the deep water wave 
height. 
The graph of the phase difference T= against T. 
is shown in Fig. 7.1. The graph showed a discontinuity 
between the surging and the plunging breakers. The ti 
graph for the surging section was found to be non-linear 
whereas the plunging section was found to show a linear, 
relationship. Surging was found to break down at a 
phase difference of about 0.63 and 
Tb 
= 0.83 ins/sec. 
Working on a mobile beach D. T. Plinston(40) obtained 
corresponding values of 0.70 and 1.18 respectively. 
Figure 7.2 shows the graph of the phase difference T 
. Again the graph showed a discontinuity" against La 
between the surging and plunging breakers at a phase 
difference of about 0.63 and 
H° 
= 0.0108. The graph La 
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for the plunging section was again found to be linear. 
The graph of the ratio of time of shoreward 
motion at the wave break-point to the wave period 
against the phase difference see fig. 7.3 showed a 
continuous curve without any discontinuity 
characterising figs. 7.1 and 7.2. The graph gave 
an indication of a possible connection between the 
motion at the wave breaker position and the phase 
difference of uprush and backwash of the wave. 
In Fig. 7.3 the duration of the shoreward motion 
at the wave break-point was found to be equal to the 
time of travel from the break-point to the limit of 
uprush at a phase difference value of about 0.487, 
after which, as the phase difference increased, the 
duration of the shoreward motion at the wave break- 
point was found to decrease. 
f 
7.4 Conclusions 
It is significant that the same type of 
, ,, '24i, 
discontinuity in the relationship between phase 
difference 
(_') 
and wave characteristics 
(.. 
-) 
was observed in the present series of experiments 
using a fixed smooth bed, as was observed by Plinston 
using a granular beach. The present results show that 
the simple surging conditions break down at a much 
lower value of wave height than occurred on a 
permeable beach. The smooth beach clearly results in 
a longer run up, and the backwash gets out of step 
sooner with the oscillatory motion of the next wave. 
This result emphasises the care which must be taken 
in translating the results from smooth impermeable 
slopes, to the case of a natural beach. Bearing in 
mind that the impermeable plane slope does not adjust 
its angle of inclination with change in wave characteristics 
the results can only be comparable for one given value of 
the natural beach slope. 
In examining Figure 7.3 it must be remembered that 
the "time of shoreward motion" relates to motion close 
to the bed. The graph implies that for a given, periodl , 
the steep waves which produce large values of 
4!. 
, have 
a short duration of shoreward motion at the breakers. 
This can be clearly observed in nature, for the water 
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IF 
in the uprush zone but close to the breakers . can be 
seen to be moving seaward before the uprush of the 
wave has been completed. 
The lack of discontinuity in the curve of 
Figure 7.3 suggests that both the oscillatory motion 
just seaward of the breakers, and the phase difference 
of uprush to wave period, are interrelated, but the 
basis of this relationship could only be established 
from an extension to the present study. 
0. 
S 
a. 
L 
-, 
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CHAPTER 8 
GENERAL SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Note 
The general sunnaries of the results on the 
various aspects of the work covered are given below. 
As any study is of necessity bound to be limited in 
scope, some suggestions for further research are also 
given. 
General Summary 
The investigation was designed to identify and 
correlate a number of possible definitions of wave 
shape and wave velocity asymmetry, both in the 
presence and absence of the effect of backwash. It 
was further intended to provide a basis for the 
description of the onshore-offshore movement of 
sediment. 
The wave asymmetry defined in all of the three 
ways varied systematically and could be correlated 
with one another. In each case the asymmetry 
increased as the wave advanced into shallower water, 
reaching a maximum at the wave break-point. The 
most rapid change in wave asymmetry took place in 
the region 4 0.15. 
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The Cnoidal wave theory was found to be, adequate 
for predicting wave vertical asymmetry. However, 
whereas the cnoidal theory indicates a non linear 
curve throughout, the experimental curves of the wave 
vertical asymmetry against 
d became linear for slopes 
The study of the effect of the backwash 
indicated that this linearity could be attributed to 
the backwash and to flat beach slopes. 
The results of the experiments on the wave slope 
asymmetry for the beach slopes of , . 6, 
-g 
showed 
that the wave slope asymmetry ceases at a value of 
d 
ia0.26. The theory of Biesel(5) (1951) predicted 
a value of 0.27. This would appear to be a valuable 
verification of a theory which had not previously 
been checked experimentally. 
The wave horizontal asymmetry (both HA and HA) and 
the wave slope asymmetry increase as the beach slope 
gets steeper, whereas the converse is true for 
wave vertical asymmetry when the wave is in very 
shallow water. 
A quantitative correlation was found to exist 
between the wave slope asymmetry, wave horizontal 
asymmetry and the wave vertical asymmetry; as well 
as between the wave asymmetry and the velocity 
asymmetry. Expressions for the wave horizontal 
asymmetry and the horizontal velocity (magnitude) 
'. so 
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asymmetry were derived based on existing wave theories. 
The elimination of the backwash of the wave 
resulted in the wave breaking in'shallower water. 
Clearly the presence of the backwash induces early 
breaking of the wave, although its presence is not aý 
necessary condition for breaking. 
The horizontal velocities were found to increase 
in shallower water, with the greatesthorizontal 
velocities occuring at the wave breaker position. It"- 
was found that the maximum horizontal onshore velocity 
did not occur directly under the wave, but at a time 
0.09T seconds after the passage of the crest'. ' In 
terms of the absolute values of the horizontal 
velocities, the values on the slope of were 
higher than those on the flatter slope of especially 
in the neighbourhood of the breakers. On the other 
hand it was found that the values of the horizontal 
velocity (magnitude) asymmetry were higher ön the 
flatter slope. Also, the graph of the horizontal 
velocity (time) asymmetry against 
g 
showed that 
the.,.. ehoreward motion occupies a_longdr time on the 
flatter slope. 
When the backwash'was eliminated the absolute values- 
of the magnitude of the velocities decreased but the, 
,,,, + 
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horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry was found } 
to be higher than when the backwash was present. Thus 
Ip 
the velocity patterns for flat beaches resemble those 
which occur in the absence of backwash, which explains 
why beaches flatten in order to achieve stability. 
In drawing conclusions from the study of the 
velocity fields associated with asymmetrical waves on 
varying beach slopes it is important to note that 
Miller and Zeigler(38) observed three broad classes of 
wave asymmetry on a beach of only one slope. It is 
clear, as they suggest, that in nature in addition 
to the importance of beach slope, breaker shapes are 
affected by the interaction of different wave trains, 
and by the timing and magnitude of the backwash. It 
seems probable that the observations by Inman and Nasu(14) 
that higher orbital velocities are associated with wave 
shape asymmetry must be considered in relation to the 
fact thatthti measurements were also made in nature, 
and that more than one wave train was likely to be 
present. 
A consideration of the mechanics of sediment 
movement by the use of the velocity-tine curve showed 
that a great deal of sorting in the breaker zone 
could be due to the asymmetry of the velocity fields. 
The absolute values of the maximum bed velocities are 
2117 
4 
undoubtedly of importance in determining whether there 
will be sediment movement at all. However, once, the 
initial movement starts, further movement is governed. 
by the asymmetry of the velocity fields. On this 
basis for any position in shallow water, there will 
be a size of sediment having that position as its 
null point, under given wave conditions. Shoreward 
of the null point the material will tend to move 
seaward, and seaward of the point, shoreward. Large 
materials whose null point is not seaward of the 
break-point will be transported to the shoreline. If 
the conditions of the wave, wind and tide etc. remain 
fairly constant, then each sediment might in the long wY 
run reach its null point. The sediment sizes would, 
then be in oscillating equilibrium with the water motion 
at every point, and practically no net transport would 
occur. This is the condition usually referred to as 
the equilibrium condition. Thus the tendency for the 
sediments to maintain their null points governs the, 
attainment of the equilibrium profile of the shore, 
a condition that is however only transitory as 
conditions rarely remain stable for very long in nature. "`.. 
The graph of the phase-difference T. against 
Tb 
showed a discontinuity between surging and plunging 
breakers, surging was found to break down at a phase 
ý__. T. ý °+: ý, ý 
difference of-about 0.63 and 0.83 ins/sec 
(0) Working on a mobile-beach D. T. Plinston obtained 
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corresponding values of 0.70 and 1.18 respectively. ' 
It is quite significant that the same type of 
discontinuity in the 'relationship between phase- 
difference 
t' 
and wave characteristics was 
observed in the present series of experiments. using a 
fixed smooth bed, as was observed by Plinston using 
a granular beact.. 
The lack of discontinuity in the curve of 
Figure 7.3 suggests that both the oscillatory motion 
just seaward of the breakers, and the phase difference 
of uprush to wave period, are inter-related, but 
the basis of this relationship could only be established 
from an extension to the present study. 
Suggestions>for further research 
The present work has concentrated on the evaluation 
of the goonetrical asymmetry and velocity asymmetry 
associated with waves acting on plane impermeable 
beaches. The elimination of backwash has been used 
as a pointer to the effect of permeability on these 
characteristics. Inferences have been made from the 
velocity studies of the behaviour of sediments under 
asymmetrical waves. The logical extension of the work 
249 
would be to examine, wave asymmetry in a mobile bed 
model using grains which would move primarily as 
bed load. 
a 
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APPENDIX I 
Symbols 
a constant, also used as wave amplitude (defined in 
the text in each case. 
b constant 
c constant 
CL coefficient of lift 
CD coefficient of drag 
C wave velocity 
AV wave vertical asymmetry 
d still water depth, also used as constant (defined 
in the text in each case) 
thickness of the boundary layer 
D diameter of sediment 
Kýic) complete elliptic integral of the first kind 
E(C) complete elliptic integral of the second kind, 
k modulus of elliptic integral 
sn , en, do, tn, - elliptic 
functions 
incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind 
FD drag force 
FL lift force 
L wave length 
H wave height (trough to crest) 
2.51 
S. W. L... still water level 
HA and HA'' wave horiz-ohtal asymmetry 
m 2n 
" -r 
g acceleration due to gravity 
r semi amplitude of oscillation 
R Reynold number, also used as rational 
function (defined in the text in each case) 
s wave slope asymmetry 
t time variable 
tl time of travel from wave breakpoint to 
limit of uprush 
T wave period - 
u horizontal component of water particle velocity 
v vertical component of water particle velocity 
v velocity of mass transport 
yc vertical distance from bottom to wave crest 
yt vertical distance from bottom to wave trough 
YS vertical distance from ocean bottom to wave 
surface 
yam. -. horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry 
y vertical coordinate 
X horizontal coordinate, also used simply as 
variable (defined in the text in each case) 
W fall velocity 
e 
ü(2 ö(3 
w 
E 
V 
E 
/Öf 
Ps 
P1 
0 
Suffix o 
it c 
it b 
m 
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velocity potential 
variable F 
constant 
angular frequency =T 
2Tr 
height of element of roughness 
kinematic viscosity of fluid ý, 
slope of the bed 
density of fluid 
density of sediment 
ratio of apparent density = Ps /Df 
Pf ýL,. 
variable 
deep water conditions 
(other than yc) critical value 
conditions at the break-point 
maximum value 
t 
APPENDIX 2 
GLOSSARY 
6 
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1., 
Break-point - The point in space where the wave breaks. 
Backwash -'The seaward return of the water following the 
uprush of the waves. 
Limit of Uprush - The furthest point from the breakers which 
is reached by the uprush. 
Phase difference - The ratio of uprush time to wave period. 
Wave vertical asymmetry - Vertical dist. from crest to S. W. L. 
Total wave height. 
Wave horizontal asymmetry HA - Horiz. dist. from crest to front 
face at S. W. L. 
Horiz. dist. from crest to back 
face at S. W. L. 
Wave horizontal asymmetry HA' - Horiz. dist. from crest to 
preceding wave trough. 
Horiz. dist. from crest to 
following wave trough. 
Wave slope asymmetry (radians) 2 (Front face slope at S. W. L. + 
Backface slope at S. W. L. 
Horizontal velocity (time) asymmetry - Time for shorward motion; 
Time for seaward motion 
Horizontal velocity (magnitude) asymmetry - Max. horiz. shorewnrd 
velocity 
Max. horiz. seaward 
velocity 
II 
APPENDIX o. .. 
Notes on elliptic integrals in relation to the 
Cnoidal Wave Theory 
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Every integral of the type 
JR(Xin, Ja)*b ) dx 
or 
JR()-. 
a xZ + bx + G) clx , where R is a 
rational function i. e. quotient of two polynomials 
of the arguments indicated, can be evaluated in terms 
of the usual elementary functions (algebraic, 
trigonometric, inverse trigonometric, exponential 
and logarithmic) 
An important class of integrals which require new, 
functions for their evaluation ( Burington and Torrance-(? 
)) 
are integrals of the type 
JR (x, Jax3 + bxt + cx + d) dx ... 
and 
JR(x, 
Q+6 x3+Cx2 +dx + e) dx . (A. 3.2) 
The evaluation of (A. 3.1) and (A. 3.2) can be reduced to 
the evaluation of the following types of integrals, 
known as legendre's normal forms 
U- dz (A. 3.3) Jo 
-k2Z2 
o1- 12 
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dz : (Ä. 3.4) 
dz (A. 3.5) 
Jo (Z''-a) k''Zz 
These integrals are called incomplete elliptic 
integrals of the first, second, and third kind 
respectively, and k is such that 04k41 
More generally, any integral of the type (A. 3.2) 
in which ax4 + 6x3 + Gx. 2 + dx +2=O 
has no multiple roots, is called an elliptic integral. 
The variables x and Z may be either complex or real. 
Upon substituting z in a in the 
integrals (A. 3.3) (A. 3.4. ) and (A. 3.5) we obtain, 
respectively, 
F(k, ý) - 
d°` L: 
o sin lac 
E(k, 4) _ 
{= J Cý 
k2 Sin t oc 
K_o and 
.(, 
440C 
5in''oc 
(Sin lo( -- a) (- 
WL 
ac=O 
.. " (A. 3.6) 
da.. (A. 3.7. ) 
... (A. 3.8) 
k_ 
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If T/Z in integrals (A. 3.6) and (A. 3.7) the integral 
(A. 3.6) is called the complete elliptic integral of the 
first kind and is denoted by K(k) or simply as K and 
integral (A. 3.7) is called the complete elliptic 
integral of the second kind and is denoted by E(k) 
or simply E. This integral arises in the determination 
" 
of the length of arc of an ellipse and supplies a reason 
for use of the term elliptic integral. 
The Elliptic Functions 
Let the integral in (A. 3.6) be denoted by q, then 
the relation 
3=F(k, 1) ... (A. 3.9) 
defines q as a function of k and The number 
is known as the amplitude of the integral q, and k 
is the modulus of q. Suppose that k is fixed. 
Then (A. 3.9) defines as a function of q which 
we denote by 
am cj, 
Since x= sin and q is equal to the integral Ti 
given in (A. 3.3) 
X= Sin (am ta) 
x- Sn Ü (A. 3.1o) 
The expressions Ji - xý and I- ic1x2 define the 
functions en ü and do ü 
J Snt COS 
(am üý Cnü (A. 3"ýý) 
-ü. 
I-k''sniü = X. '' = do ý1 (A. 3.12) 
X SnU to l1 
-xi Cn A. 3.13) 
The elliptic functions an U. en ü, do ü have 
many important properties analogous to those of 
trigonometric functions. 
It is also possible to define inverse elliptic 
functions; for example, if x= sn ü, then 
ü= Sn"'x . It is worth noting that ü depends on k. 
To emphasize this dependence we sometimes write 
ü= Sn'(x, k). 
To complete the definitions of these functions 
we have 
sn 0=0, en 0=1, do 0=1 to 0=0 
and also 
Sn( ü) = -SR`(U) 
do (-ü) = dn(V) 
Cn (-ü) = cn(Ü) 
to (-ü) 
- 
tn (ü) 
The Periods of the Elliptic Functions 
The functions sn ü, en ü, do ü are doubly 
periodic; sn ü having the periods 4K and 2jk', cn ü 
having the periods 4K and 2K + 2jk' and do ü having the 
periods 2K and 4jk' where 
K' is known as the associated elliptic integral 
of the first kind and defined by 
z dý 
Kr 
I- O (k*) 
Z' Sin 2 oc 
and k' 
k' is the modulus complementary to the modulus k. 
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WAVE SLOPE ASYMMETRY (S) 
THEORY BIESE L(5) (I S511 
'r 
S= tZo Y1, -3+ ` and - 3mdtanhmd 'tinhmd 
DZ (sinh md)Z tank and 
where ýd, _. ý 
270, 
bottom slope i 
4S lnS. 
d_ water 'depth-' 
4e =wave ampfitöde in deep 
water taken as 1 
2. 
M: ?, ' 
2 L 
d 2 rrd 
2Ld 
2rrd 
d sm{, ý.. 
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radians' radians 
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COMPARISON OF STOKES VELOCITY EQUATION WITH 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (see Fig. 5.11). 
u *ýi cosh 2n Y+d 
T Cos 2ir(T 
)4 ) cosh n4 (std) cos4n( - 
) 
T l L T 
Sinh 2nd sinl4 2nd 
`' T 
... (1.1) 
i. e. 
u Acos 2rrt +B cos Ant f or a given position 
TT 
t= time variable, T= wave period, 
T= o. 8 sec., H=1.44 ins., L= 21.00 ins (measured), 
d= 0.0833, T=5.65,4 lift rrH) = 0.911, 
lL 
q td = . sý? = 0.00951. L 21 
Cosh 2, T ytd - 1.0018, L 
sinh zrrd = 0.5479, L 
i. e. A 
5.65 x 1.0018 = 10.32 
"5479 
. 911 x 1.007 = 10.20 Ba0.09 
cosh 4n ltd - 1.007' 
L 
S inh 4-0.09 
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Determination of maxima and minima of Stokes Velocity 
Equation Figure 5.11. 
uA cos zTrt +B cos 4Trt TT_ 
For either maximum or minimum 
du - 2-T 6 Sin 2crt - 4TrB Sin &_ =p dt -r trt -r -r T (A. 4.1) 
i. e. A sin 27rt + 413 sin 2trt cos 2nt O TTT 
(A"4.2) Sin 2nt A+4B cos 2tr Tt0 l ý. 
which is satisfied by 
Sin 21Tt 0 i. e. 2nt nii where n=0,1,2 - -- TT 
In particular when n=o and I, 
T0 
and 2 respectively. 
Eq. A. 4.2 is also satisfied by 
A48 cos ZlTt 
i. e. Co5 2. rrt. A 
T 48 
By substituting values we have 
cos 2rr _ 4-x 
'ix . 0.254 ý'- - 10 0.20 =- 
i. e. zTt = 0.58rr so T=0.29 
and Zrrt = 1.42 i. e. t=0.71 
TT 
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By differentiating equation A. 4.1 and substituting 
these values of 
T it is easily seen that U is 
maximum for T. =0 and 
3 and minimum for ý-. = 0.29 
and 0.71. 
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